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Abstract
Inspired by the log Gromov-Witten theory of Gross-Siebert/Abramovich-Chen, we introduce a
geometric notion of log pseudoholomorphic map relative to simple normal crossings symplectic
divisors defined in [9]. For certain almost complex structures, we show that the moduli space of
stable log pseudoholomorphic maps of any fixed type1 is compact and metrizable with respect
to an enhancement of the Gromov topology. In the case of smooth symplectic divisors, our
compactification is often smaller than the relative compactification and there is a projection
map from the former onto the latter. The latter is constructed via expanded degenerations of
the target. Our construction does not need any modification of (or any extra structure on) the
target. Unlike the classical moduli spaces of stable maps, these log moduli spaces are often
virtually singular. We describe an explicit toric model for the normal cone2 to each stratum in
terms of the defining combinatorial data of that stratum. In upcoming papers, we will define a
natural Fredholm operator which gives us the deformation/obstruction spaces of each stratum
and prove a gluing theorem for smoothing log maps in the normal direction to each stratum.
With minor modifications to the theory of Kuranishi structures, the latter would allow us to
construct a virtual fundamental class for every such log moduli space.
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1 Introduction
Let us begin by setting up the most commonly used notation and recalling some of the known facts
about the classical and relative moduli spaces of pseudoholomorphic maps.
1.1 Classical stable maps and GW invariants
For a smooth manifold X, g, k ∈N, A ∈H2(X,Z), and an almost complex structure
3 J on X, a
(nodal) k-marked genus g degree A J-holomorphic map into X is a tuple
(
u,Σ, j, z1, . . . , zk
)
, where
• (Σ, j) is a connected nodal Riemann surface of arithmetic genus g with k distinct ordered marked
points z1, . . . , zk away from the nodes,
• u : (Σ, j) −→ (X,J) is a continuous and component-wise smooth map satisfying the Cauchy-
Riemann equation
∂¯u=
1
2
(du+Jdu ◦ j)=0 (1.1)
on each smooth component, and
• the map u represents the homology class A.
Two such tuples
(u,Σ, j, z1, . . . , zk) and (u′,Σ′, j′, w1, . . . , wk)
are equivalent if there exists a biholomorphic isomorphism h : (Σ, j)−→(Σ′, j′) such that h(zi)=wi,
for all i=1, . . . , k, and u=u′ ◦ h. Such a tuple is called stable if the group of self-automorphisms
is finite. Let Mg,k(X,A, J) (or simply Mg,k(X,A) when J is fixed in the discussion) denote the
space of (equivalence classes of) stable k-marked genus g degree A J-holomorphic maps into X.
By4 a celebrated theorem of Gromov [15, Theorem 1.5.B], for every smooth closed (i.e. compact and
without boundary) symplectic manifold (X,ω), g, k,A as above, and an almost complex structure
J compatible5 with ω (or taming ω), the moduli space Mg,k(X,A, J) has a natural sequential
convergence topology, called the Gromov topology, which is compact, Hausdorff, and furthermore
metrizable. The symplectic structure only gives an energy bound which is needed for establishing
3i.e. J is a real-linear endomorphism of TX lifting the identity map satisfying J2=−idTX .
4and its subsequent refinements; see Theorem 4.3.
5i.e. ω(·, J ·) is a metric.
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the compactness, and the precise choice of that, up to deformation, is not important. IfMg,k(X,A)
has a “nice” orbifold structure of the expected real dimension
2
(
cTX1 (A) + (n− 3)(1 − g) + k
)
,
Gromov-Witten (or GW) invariants are obtained by the integration of appropriate cohomology
classes against its fundamental class. These numbers are independent of J and only depend on
the deformation equivalence class of ω. These allow the formulation of symplectic analogues of
enumerative questions from algebraic geometry, as well-defined invariants of symplectic manifolds.
However, in general, such moduli spaces can be highly singular. This issue is known as the transver-
sality problem. Fortunately, it has been shown (e.g. [22, 23]) thatMg,k(X,A) still carries a rational
homology class, called virtual fundamental class (VFC); integration of cohomology classes against
VFC gives rise to GW-invariants. We denote such an VFC by [Mg,k(X,A)]
VFC. In [8], we sketch
the construction of VFC via the method of Kuranishi structures in [13].
1.2 Relative stable maps
Given a closed symplectic manifold (X,ω) and a submanifold D⊂X, we say D⊂X is a symplectic
submanifold if ω|D is a symplectic structure. A (smooth) symplectic divisor is a symplectic sub-
manifold of real codimension 2. For such D (or a smooth divisor in complex algebraic geometry),
relative GW theory (virtually) counts pseudoholomorphic maps in X with a fixed contact order
s ≡ (s1, · · · , sk) ∈ N
k with D. In this theory, we require J to be also compatible with D in the
following sense. First, we require D to be J-holomorphic, i.e. J(TD) = TD. This implies, for
example, that every J-holomorphic map to X from a smooth domain is either mapped into D or
intersects D positively in a finite set of points. Furthermore, we require J to be integrable to the
first order in the normal direction to D in the sense that
NJ(v1, v2) ∈ TxD ∀ x∈D, v1, v2∈TxX, where (1.2)
NJ ∈Γ(X,Ω
2
X ⊗ TX), NJ(u, v)≡ [u, v]+J [u, Jv]+J [Ju, v]−[Ju, Jv] ∀u, v∈TX,
is the Nijenhueis tensor of J . This ensures that certain operators are complex linear, see (2.20), and
certain sequence of almost complex structures on the normal bundle NXD converges to a standard
one, see Lemma 4.5. The space J (X,D,ω) of (ω,D)-compatible almost complex structures on
(X,D,ω) is again non-empty and contractible. For every J ∈J (X,D,ω) and s≡(s1, · · · , sk)∈N
k,
with
k∑
i=1
si = A ·D, (1.3)
letMg,s(X,D,A) (in the stable range) denote the space of (equivalence classes of) k-marked degree
A genus g J-holomorphic maps (u,Σ, j, z1, . . . , zk) such that Σ is smooth and u has a tangency of
order si at z
i with D. In particular, by (1.3),
u−1(D)⊂{z1, . . . , zk}.
The subset of marked points zi with si = 0 corresponds to the classical marked points of the
classical GW theory with image away from D. The relative compactification M
rel
g,s(X,D,A) of
Mg,s(X,D,A) constructed in [20], in the algebraic case, and in [17, 21], in the symplectic case,
includes stable nodal maps with components mapped into X or an expanded degeneration6 of that
so that the contact order s still makes sense; we will review this construction in Section 2.
6A normal crossing variety made of X and finite copies of some P1-bundle PXD over D.
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1.3 Pseudoholomorphic maps relative SC divisors
In [9, 10], we defined topological notions of symplectic normal crossings divisor and variety and
showed that they are equivalent, in a suitable sense, to the desired rigid notions. A simple normal
crossings (SC) symplectic divisor D=
⋃
i∈S Di in (X,ω) is a transverse union of smooth symplectic
divisors {Di}i∈S in X such that all the strata
DI ≡
⋂
i∈I
Di ∀I⊂S
are symplectic, and the symplectic orientation of DI coincides with its “intersection” orientation
for all I⊂S; see [9, Definition 2.1]. For
J ∈J (X,D,ω) =
⋂
j∈S
J (X,Dj , ω),
we similarly define Mg,s(X,D,A) (in the stable range) to be the space of equivalence classes of
degree A J-holomorphic maps from a k-marked genus g connected smooth domain Σ into X of
contact order s with D, for which
s≡(si ≡ (sij)j∈S)
k
i=1∈(N
S)k,
each si records the intersection numbers of the i-th marked point z
i with the divisors {Dj}j∈S ,
and
u−1(D)⊂ {z1, . . . , zk}, or equivalently A ·Dj=
k∑
i=1
sij ∀ j∈S. (1.4)
The expected real dimension of Mg,s(X,D,A) is equal to
2
(
c
TX(− logD)
1 (A) + (n− 3)(1 − g) + k
)
= 2
(
cTX1 (A) + (n− 3)(1 − g) + k −A ·D
)
, (1.5)
where TX(− logD) is the log tangent bundle associated to the deformation equivalence class of
(X,D,ω), defined in [11]. The question is then:
(⋆) how to define a “good” compactification M
good
g,s (X,D,A) of Mg,s(X,D,A) so that the defini-
tion of contact order s naturally extends to every element of M
good
g,s (X,D,A), M
good
g,s (X,D,A) is
(virtually) smooth enough to admit a natural class of cobordant (for various choices of J , etc.) Ku-
ranishi structures of the real dimension (1.5) in the sense of [8, Theorem 6.5.1], and the resulting
GW invariants are invariants of the deformation equivalence class of (X,D,ω)?
For example, if D is smooth, the relative compactification M
rel
g,s(X,D,A) has (or it is expected
7 to
have) these nice properties.
In the algebraic category, every (algebraic) NC variety D⊂X defines a natural “fine saturated log
structure” on X. Then the log GW theory of [1, 18] constructs a good compactification with a
perfect obstruction theory for every fine saturated log variety X. Unlike in [20], the algebraic log
compactification does not require any expanded degeneration of the target. Instead, it uses the
extra log structure on X (and various log structures on the domains) to keep track of the contact
7cf. [12] for an overview of the analytical approaches of [17, 21].
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data for the curves that have image inside the support of the log structure (i.e. D).
On the analytical side, in [28], Brett Parker uses his enriched almost Ka¨hler category of “exploded
manifolds”, defined in [27], to construct such a compactification relative to an almost Ka¨hler NC
divisor. His approach can be considered as a direct translation/generalization of the algebraic log
GW theory; however, in addition to some rigidity requirements, his definitions are too complicated
than desirable and have so far proved too unwieldy for practical applications. In [16], Eleny Ionel
approaches (⋆), by considering expanded degenerations similar to [17]; we refer to [6, The state of
the art] for a list of main issues in her approach. Nevertheless, the main motivation behind the log
GW theory of Gross-Siebert-Abramovich-Chen, exploded theory of Parker, and the current paper
is that the idea of expanded degenerations is not suitable for addressing (⋆) in the general case. In
particular, it is very unlikely that the idea of expended degenerations can be used to define a good
compactification for the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic maps into NC varieties. We discuss
this aspect of our approach with details in [6].
1.4 Log compactification and the main results
In this paper, for an arbitrary SC symplectic divisor D⊂ (X,ω) and certain J ∈ J (X,D,ω), we
define a “good geometric compactification”
M
log
g,s(X,D,A) (1.6)
that does not require any modification of the target (or the nodal domains). For its connection to
the algebraic log maps, and the appearance of various log structures8 throughout the construction,
we call our maps: log pseudoholomorphic maps.
For J ∈J (X,D,ω), a (nodal) log J-holomorphic map into (X,D) of contact type
s≡(si ≡ (sij)j∈S)
k
i=1∈(Z
S)k,
and with the marked nodal domain (Σ, j, ~z)=
⋃
v∈V(Σv, jv, ~zv), is collection of tuples
ulog ≡
(
(uv : Σv−→DIv ), ([ζv,i])i∈Iv
)
v∈V
over smooth components of Σ such that
• u≡(uv)v∈V : (Σ, j, ~z)−→(X,J) is a k-marked J-holomorphic nodal map in the classical sense,
• for each v∈V, Iv⊂S is the maximal subset such that Im(uv)⊂DIv ,
• for each v∈V and any i∈ Iv, [ζv,i] is a C
∗-equivalence class of non-trivial meromorphic sections
of the holomorphic9 line bundle u∗NXDi,
• the contact order vectors in ZS, defined in (3.4) and (3.5), are the reverse of each other at the
nodal points,
• every point in Σ with a non-trivial contact vector is either a marked point or a nodal point, and
the contact order vector at zi is si∈Z
S,
8Such as the log tangent bundle defined in [11].
9Since dimC Σv=1, the pull-back line bundle u
∗
vNXDi is holomorphic.
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• there exists a function s :V−→RS such that sv= s(v)∈R
Iv
+ × {0}
S−Iv for all v∈V, and sv−sv′
is a positive multiple of the contact order vector of any nodal point on Σv connected to Σv′ , for
all v, v′∈V,
• and, certain group (a complex torus) element associated to ulog, defined in (3.24), is equal to 1;
see Definition 3.8 for more details. Two marked log maps are equivalent if one is a “reparametriza-
tion” of the other. A marked log map is stable if it has a finite “automorphism group”. For g, k∈N,
A∈H2(X,Z), and s∈ (Z
S)k, we denote the space of equivalence classes of stable k-marked degree
A genus g log maps of contact type s by M
log
g,s(X,D,A). Given s ∈ (Z
S)k, it turns out that for
every k-marked stable nodal map f in Mg,k(X,A), there exists at most finitely many elements
flog∈M
log
g,s(X,D,A) (with distinct decorated dual graphs) lifting f ; see Remarks 3.2 and 3.13. Fur-
thermore, flog is stable if and only if f is stable (and the automorphism groups are often the same).
Approaching (⋆), we face some new problems that are not present in the case of the classical
and relative stable maps. Unlike the smooth case, it is not a priori clear whether every SC sym-
plectic divisor D ⊂ (X,ω) admits a compatible almost complex structure. Furthermore, even if
J (X,D,ω) 6= ∅, it is not clear whether it is contractible (or even connected). In order to address
this issue, in [9], we considered the space Symp+(X,D) of all symplectic structures ω on X such
that D is an SC symplectic divisor in (X,ω). If {Di}i∈S is a transverse union of real codimension
2 submanifolds of X, we say D=
⋃
i∈S Di is an SC symplectic divisor in X if Symp
+(X,D)=∅. We
then defined a space of almost Ka¨hler auxiliary data AK(X,D) consisting of tuples (J,R, ω) where
ω∈Symp+(X,D), R is an “ω-regularization” for D in X, and J is an “(R, ω)-compatible” almost
complex structure on X; see [9, Page 8]. Roughly speaking, a regularization is a compatible set of
symplectic identifications of neighborhoods of {DI}I⊂S in their normal bundle with neighborhoods
of them in X; [9, Definitio 2.12]. A regularization serves as a replacement for holomorphic defining
equations in holomorphic manifolds. For every (J,R, ω)∈AK(X,D), we have J ∈J (X,D,ω). Let
J (X,D)=
{
(J, ω) : ω ∈ Symp+(X,D), J ∈J (X,D,ω)
}
.
Therefore, AK(X,D) is essentially a nice subset of J (X,D) consisting of those almost complex
structures that are of some specified type in a sufficiently small neighborhood of D. Furthermore,
by [9, Theorem 2.13], the forgetful map
AK(X,D) −→ Symp+(X,D), (J,R, ω)−→ω, (1.7)
is a weak homotopy equivalence. This implies that any invariant of the deformation equivalence
classes in AK(X,D) is an invariant of the symplectic deformation equivalence class of (X,D,ω). In
particular, by restricting to the subclass AK(X,D), the last statement in (⋆) follows from construct-
ing Kuranishi structures for families. Still, I expect the forgetful map J (X,D)−→Symp+(X,D)
to be a weak homotopy equivalence as well.
The main goal of the present article is to prove the following compactness result, addressing the
first part of (⋆). We will address the rest, in subsequent papers.
Theorem 1.1. Assume D ⊂ X is an SC symplectic divisor and (J, ω) ∈ J (X,D). If further
(J,R, ω)∈AK(X,D) for some regularization R or if J is integrable, then for every A∈H2(X,Z),
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g, k ∈ N, and s ∈
(
Z
S
)k
, the Gromov sequential convergence topology on Mg,k(X,A) lifts to a
compact sequential convergence topology on M
log
g,s(X,D,A) such that the forgetful map
ι : M
log
g,s(X,D,A) −→Mg,k(X,A) (1.8)
is a continuous local embedding. In particular, M
log
g,s(X,D,A) is metrizable. If g=0, then (1.8) is
a global embedding.
Remark 1.2. Except for the proof of Proposition 4.11, every other statement in the proof of
Theorem 1.1 is stated and proved for arbitrary (J, ω)∈J (X,D). We expect the local statement
of Proposition 4.11, and thus Theorem 1.1, to be true for arbitrary (J, ω) ∈ J (X,D). We hope
to prove the stronger result in the near furture. If D is smooth, a significantly simpler version of
Proposition 4.11 is sufficient for proving Theorem 4.10, and thus Theorem 1.1; see Remark 4.12.
This simpler version can easily be proved for arbitrary (J, ω) ∈ J (X,D). Nevertheless, by the
argument around (1.7), the sub-class AK(X,D) is ideal for defining GW-type invariants and the
holomorphic case is sufficient for most of interesting examples/calculations.
While M
log
g,s(X,D,A) is defined for arbitrary s∈ (Z
S)k satisfying the second identity in (1.4), the
resulting moduli spaces do not have some of the nice properties unless s ∈ (NS)k; e.g. the (vir-
tually) main stratum Mg,s(X,D,A) would be empty if any of sij is negative. For s ∈ (N
S)k, by
Lemma 3.20, the expected dimension ofM
log
g,s(X,D,A) is equal to (1.5), and the only stratum with
the top expected dimension is Mlogg,s(X,D,A).
If D is smooth, i.e. if |S|=1, we show in Proposition 3.24 that there is a surjective projection map
M
rel
g,s(X,D,A)−→M
log
g,s(X,D,A).
This is as expected, since our notion of log pseudoholomorphic map involves more C∗-quotients
on the set of meromorphic sections than in the relative case. In the algebraic case, [3, Theo-
rem 1.1] shows that an algebraic analogue of this projection map induces an equivalence of the
virtual fundamental classes. We expect the same to hold for invariants/VFCs arising from our log
compactification.
Approaching the rest of (⋆), the transversality issue aside, log moduli spaces constructed in this
paper are often virtually singular in the sense that the (virtual) normal cone of each stratum is not
necessarily an orbibundle. More precisely, M
log
g,s(X,D,A) admits a stratification
M
log
g,s(X,D,A) =
⋃
Γ
Mlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ
where Γ runs over all the possible “decorated dual graphs”; see Definition 3.11. For any f in
Mlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ, the natural process of describing a neighborhood of f in M
log
g,s(X,D,A) is by,
first, describing a neighborhood U of f in Mlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ and then extending that by a “gluing”
theorem of smoothing the nodes to a neighborhood of the form U × N ′ for f in M
log
g,s(X,D,A),
where N ′ is a neighborhood of the origin in an affine sub-variety N⊂Cm, for some m∈N. In this
situation, we say that N is the normal cone toMlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ or it is the space of gluing parameters.
In the case of classical stable maps, N is isomorphic to CE where E is the set of the edges of Γ
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(or nodes of the nodal domain). Unlike in the classical case, in the case of log compactification,
N could be reducible, and the normalization of N might be singular as well; see Example 3.21.
Nevertheless, we show that N is (isomorphic to some finite copy of) an affine toric verity that can
be explicitly described in terms of Γ. More precisely, in (3.17), associated to every such Γ, we
construct a Z-linear homomorphism of free Z-modules
̺ : D(Γ) −→ T(Γ) (1.9)
such that N is isomorphic to (some finite copy of) the toric variety associated to a maximal convex
rational polyhedral cone in Ker(̺)⊗ R. Moreover, the group element mentioned in the last bullet
condition of Page 6 (i.e. in the definition of a log map) is an element of the Lie group G(Γ) with
the Lie algebra Coker(̺) ⊗ C. In other words, Ker(̺) gives the deformation space in the normal
direction and Coker(̺) gives the obstruction for the smoothability of such maps.
1.5 Outline and acknowledgements
In Section 2, we review the construction of the relative compactification. The ∂¯-operator ∂¯NXD
on NXD described in Lemma 2.1 plays a key role in defining the basic building blocks of relative
and log maps. In Section 3.1, we set up our notation for the decorated dual graph of nodal maps.
The Z-linear map (1.9) is defined in terms of such decorated dual graphs. In Section 3.2, we define
the moduli spaces of log pseudoholomorphic maps and provide several examples to highlight their
features. This is done in two steps: first, in Definition 3.3, we define a straightforward notion of
pre-log map, then in Definition 3.8, we impose two non-trivial conditions on a such a pre-log map
to define a log map. In the case of smooth divisors, we compare the relative and the log compact-
ifications of the same combinatorial type in Section 3.3. In Section 3.5, we explicitly describe the
space of gluing parameters of any fixed type Γ and identify it with an explicit affine toric variety.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on Gromov’s compactness result for the underlying stable maps. In
Section 4.1, we review the Gromov compactness theorem and set up our notation. In Section 4.2,
we state a log enhancement of the Gromov compactness theorem. We prove the main result in
Section 4.3. The main step of the proof is Proposition 4.11 that compares the limiting behavior
of the rescaling and gluing parameters. We finish this paper with the proof of Proposition 4.11 in
Section 4.4.
I am indebted to A. Zinger for many years of related collaborations that sorted out my thoughts
toward this paper. I would like to thank K. Fukaya and J. Morgan for supporting my research
at Simons Center and for many fruitful conversations about the details of Kuranishi structures.
I am thankful to G. Tian for supporting my research and for many related conversations. Finally,
I am also thankful to Q. Chen, D.A. Cox, M. Gross, H-J. Hein, M. Liu, D. McDuff, M. McLean,
B. Parker, H. Ruddat, and J. Starr for answering my questions.
2 Relative moduli spaces; review
In this section, we review the construction of the relative moduli spaces for smooth symplectic
divisors in [17]. With a slight modification of the notation, we follow the description in [12].
Let (X,ω) be a smooth symplectic manifold and J be an ω-compatible almost complex structure
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on X. Let ∇ℓc be the Levi-Civita connection of the metric ω(·, J ·) and
∇vζ=∇
ℓc
v ζ −
1
2
J(∇ℓcv J)ζ=
1
2
(
∇ℓcv ζ − J∇
ℓc
v (Jζ)
)
∀ v∈TX, ζ∈Γ(X,TX) (2.1)
be the associated complex linear Hermitian connection; see [25, p41]. The Hermitian connection
∇ coincides with ∇ℓc if and only if (X,ω, J) is Ka¨hler, i.e. ∇ℓcJ≡0. The torsion T of ∇ is related
to the Nijenhueis tensor by
T∇(v,w) = −
1
4
NJ(v,w) ∀ v,w∈TX, (2.2)
where NJ is the Nijenhueis tensor of J ; see [25, Section 2.1].
2.1 Almost complex structures and ∂¯-operators
Suppose M is a smooth manifold, iM is an almost complex structure on M , and (L, iL)−→M is a
complex vector bundle. Let
Ω1,0M,iM ≡ {η∈T
∗M ⊗R C : η ◦ iM = i ◦ η} and Ω
0,1
M,iM
≡ {η∈T ∗M ⊗R C : η ◦ iM =−i ◦ η} (2.3)
be the bundles of C-linear and C-antilinear 1-forms on M , where i is the unit imaginary number
in C. Given a smooth function f :M −→C, (2.3) gives a decomposition of df into C-linear and
C-antilinear parts ∂f and ∂¯f , respectively. A ∂¯-operator on (L, iL) is a complex linear operator
∂¯ : Γ(M,L) −→ Γ(M,Ω0,1M,iM ⊗C L) (2.4)
such that
∂¯(fζ)=∂f ⊗ ζ+f ∂¯ζ ∀f ∈C∞(M,C), ζ∈Γ(M,L).
Given a complex linear connection ∇ on (L, iL)−→(M, iM ), the (0, 1)-part
∇(0,1) =
1
2
(∇+ iL∇ ◦ iM ) (2.5)
of ∇ is a ∂¯-operator which we denote by ∂¯∇. Every ∂¯-operator is the associated ∂¯-operator of some
C-linear connection ∇ as above. The connection, however, is not unique. Every two connections
∇ and ∇′ differ by a global 1-form α, i.e. ∇′=∇+α. If ∇ and ∇′ are complex linear connections
on (L, iL) with ∇
′ = ∇+α, then
∂¯∇′= ∂¯∇+α
(0,1),
where α(0,1) is the (0, 1)-part of α in the decomposition (2.3). In particular, ∂¯∇′= ∂¯∇ whenever α
is a (1, 0)-form.
By [32, Lemma 2.2], corresponding to every ∂¯-operator (2.4), there exists a unique almost complex
structure J=J∂¯ on the total space of L such that
(1) the projection π :L−→M is a (iM , J)-holomorphic map (i.e. dπ+idπ J=0),
(2) the restriction of J to the vertical tangent bundle TLver ∼= π∗L⊂TL agrees with iL,
(3) and the map ζ :M −→L corresponding to a section ζ ∈Γ(M,L) is (J, iM )-holomorphic if and
only if ∂¯ζ=0.
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Suppose (X,ω) is a symplectic manifold, D is a symplectic submanifold, and J is an almost
complex structure on X such that J(TD) = TD. The last condition implies that J induces a
complex structure iNXD on (the fibers of) the normal bundle
π : NXD ≡ TX|D
/
TD −→ D. (2.6)
Under the isomorphism
NXD ∼= TD
ω={u ∈ TX|D : ω(u, v)=0 ∀ v∈TD},
iNXD is the same as the restriction to TD
ω of J . Let JD denote the restriction of J to TD.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose (X,ω) is a symplectic manifold, D is a symplectic submanifold, J is an
almost complex structure on X such that J(TD) = TD, and ∇ is the complex linear connection
associated to (ω, J) in (2.1). Then the ∂¯-operator
∂¯∇ ≡ ∇
(0,1) : Γ
(
X,TX
)
−→ Γ
(
X,Ω0,1X,J⊗CTX
)
in (2.5) descends to a ∂¯-operator
∂¯NXD : Γ
(
D,NXD
)
−→ Γ
(
D,Ω0,1D,JD⊗CNXD
)
(2.7)
on (NXD, iNXD)−→(D,JD).
Proof. We need to show that ∂¯∇ maps Γ
(
D,TD
)
to Γ
(
D,Ω0,1D,JD⊗CTD
)
. Let ∇ℓc and ∇˜ℓc be the
Levi-Civita connections associated to the metrics ω(·, J ·) and ω|D(·, JD·) on X and D, respectively.
Then
∇ℓcζ = ∇˜ℓcζ + ∇̂ℓcζ ∀ ζ∈Γ(D,TD),
such that
∇̂ℓcζ∈Γ
(
D,Ω1D⊗TD
ω
)
∀ ζ∈Γ(D,TD).
Similarly, let ∇ and ∇˜ be the complex linear connections on TX and TD associated to ∇ℓc and
∇˜ℓc as in (2.1), respectively. It follows from (2.1) that
∇ζ = ∇˜ζ + ∇̂ζ ∀ ζ∈Γ(D,TD), (2.8)
where
∇̂ζ=
1
2
(
∇̂ℓcζ − J∇̂ℓc(Jζ)
)
∈Γ
(
D,Ω1D⊗CTD
ω
)
∀ ζ∈Γ(D,TD).
From (2.2), (2.8), and
NJ(u, v)=NJD(u, v)∈TD ∀ x∈D, u, v∈TxD,
we conclude that
∇̂ξζ − ∇̂ζξ =
(
∇ξζ −∇ζξ
)
−
(
∇˜ξζ − ∇˜ζξ
)
=(
∇ξζ −∇ζξ − [ζ, ξ]
)
−
(
∇˜ξζ − ∇˜ζξ − [ζ, ξ]
)
= T∇(ζ, ξ)− T∇̂(ζ, ξ) = 0;
i.e.
∇̂ξζ = ∇̂ζξ ∀ζ, ξ∈Γ(D,TD).
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From the last identity we get
∇̂ξζ + J∇̂Jξζ = ∇̂ζξ + J∇̂ζJξ = ∇̂ζξ − ∇̂ζξ = 0 ∀ ζ, ξ∈Γ(D,TD).
Therefore,
∇
(0,1)
ξ ζ =
1
2
(
∇ξζ + J∇Jξζ
)
=
1
2
(
∇̂ξζ + J∇̂Jξζ
)
+
1
2
(
∇̂ξζ + J∇̂Jξζ
)
=
1
2
(
∇̂ξζ + J∇̂Jξζ
)
∈Γ(D,TD) ∀ ζ, ξ∈Γ(D,TD).
Suppose D⊂ (X,ω) is a smooth symplectic divisor, J is an almost complex structure on X such
that J(TD)=TD, and ∂¯NXD is the ∂¯-operator in Lemma 2.1. Choose a Hermitian connection ∇˜
on (NXD, iNXD) such that ∂¯NXD= ∂¯∇˜. The connection ∇˜ gives a splitting of the exact sequence
0 −→ π∗NXD −→ T (NXD)
dπ
−→ π∗TD −→ 0 (2.9)
of vector bundles over NXD which restricts to the canonical splitting over the zero section and is
preserved by the multiplication by C∗; see [12, Section 4.1]. Let
PXD = P(NXD ⊕D×C), D0 = P(0⊕D×C) and D∞ = P(NXD ⊕ 0) ⊂ PXD. (2.10)
The splitting of (2.9) extends to a splitting of the exact sequence
0 −→ T vrt(PXD) −→ T (PXD)
dπ
−→ π∗TD −→ 0,
where π : PXD −→ D is the bundle projection map induced by (2.6); this splitting restricts to
the canonical splittings over D0∼=D∞∼=D and is preserved by the multiplication by C
∗. Via this
splitting, the almost complex structure JD and the complex structure iNXD in the fibers of π induce
an almost complex structure JX,D on PXD which restricts to JD on D0 and D∞ and is preserved
by the C∗-action. In fact, JX,D|NXD is the almost complex structure J∂¯NXD
associated to ∂¯NXD
described in (1)-(3) above and is independent of choice of ∇˜. By (1), the projection π : PXD−→D
is (JD, JX,D)-holomorphic. By (3), there is a one-to-one correspondence between the space of JX,D-
holomorphic maps u : (Σ, j)−→(PXD,JX,D) (not mapped into DX,0 and DX,∞) and tuples (uD, ζ)
where uD : (Σ, j)−→ (D,JD) is a JD-holomorphic map into D and ζ is a non-trivial meromorphic
section of u∗DNXD with respect to the holomorphic structure defined by u
∗∂¯NXD.
2.2 Relative compactification
Let (X,ω) be a smooth symplectic manifold, D ⊂ X be a smooth symplectic divisor, and J ∈
J (X,D,ω). With notation as in (2.10), for each m∈N, let
X[m] =
(
X ⊔ {1}×PXD ⊔ . . . ⊔ {m}×PXD
)
/∼ , where (2.11)
D ∼ {1}×D∞ , {r}×D0 ∼ {r+1}×P∞D ∀ r=1, . . . ,m−1;
see Figure 1. This is a basic (i.e. there are no triple or higher intersections) smoothable SC variety
which is smoothable to (a symplectic manifold deformation equivalent to) X itself. There exists a
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Figure 1: A relative map with k=3 and s=(0, 2, 2) into the expanded degeneration X[2].
continuous projection map πm :X[m]−→X which is identity on X and π on each PXD. We denote
by Jm the almost complex structure on X[m] so that
Jm|X = JX and Jm|{r}×PXD = JX,D ∀ r = 1, . . . ,m.
For each (c1, . . . , cm)∈C
∗, define
Θc1,...,cm : X[m] −→ X[m] by Θc1,...,cm(x) =
{
(r, [crv,w]), if x=(r, [v,w])∈{r}×PXD;
x, if x∈X.
(2.12)
This diffeomorphism is biholomorphic with respect to Jm and preserves the fibers of the projection
PXD−→D and the sections D0 and D∞.
The moduli space of relative stable maps into (X,D) in [17, Section 7] is defined in the following
way. With slight modifications, we follow the description in [12]. Suppose k∈N, A∈H2(X,Z), and
s=(s1, . . . , sk)∈N
k is a tuple satisfying
k∑
i=1
si = A ·D. (2.13)
A level zero genus g k-marked degree A relative J-holomorphic map into X of contact type s with
D is simply a stable J-holomorphic map in Mg,k(X,A) such that
u−1(D) ⊂
{
z1, . . . , zk
}
, ordzi
(
u,D
)
= si ∀i=1, . . . , k. (2.14)
For m∈Z+, a level m k-marked relative J-holomorphic map of contact type s is a continuous map
u : Σ−→X[m] from a marked connected nodal curve
(
Σ, j, ~z=(z1, . . . , zk)
)
such that
u−1
(
{m}×D0
)
⊂
{
z1, . . . , zk
}
, ordzi(u, {m}×D0)=si ∀ z
i∈u−1
(
{m}×D0
)
, (2.15)
si=0 if and only if z
i /∈u−1
(
{m}×D0
)
, and the restriction of u to each irreducible component Σj
of Σ is either
(1) a J-holomorphic map to X such that the set u|−1Σj (D) consists of the nodes joining Σj to
irreducible components of Σ mapped to {1}×PXD, or
(2) a JX,D-holomorphic map to {r}×PXD for some r=1, . . . ,m such that
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(a) the set u|−1Σj ({r}×D∞) consists of the nodes qj,i joining Σj to irreducible components of Σ
mapped to {r−1}×PXD if r>1 and to X if r=1 and
ordqj,i
(
u,D∞
)
=
{
ordqi,j (u,D0), if r>1,
ordqi,j (u,D), if r=1,
where qi,j∈Σi,j is the point identified with qj,i,
(b) if r<m, the set u|−1Σj ({r}×D0) consists of the nodes joining Σj to irreducible components
of Σ mapped to {r+1}×PXD;
see Figure 1. The genus and the degree of such a map u :Σ−→X[m] are the arithmetic genus of Σ
and the homology class
A =
[
πm◦u
]
∈ H2(X,Z). (2.16)
Two tuples (Σα, jα, ~zα, uα) and (Σβ, jβ, ~zβ , uβ) as above are equivalent if there exist a biholomorphic
map ϕ : (Σα, jα)−→(Σβ , jβ) and c1, . . . , cm∈C
∗ so that
ϕ(ziα) = z
i
β ∀ i=1, . . . , k and uβ = Θc1,...,cm ◦ uα ◦ ϕ.
A tuple as above is stable if it has finitely many automorphisms (self-equivalences).
If A ∈H2(X,Z), g, k ∈ N, and s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ N
k is a tuple satisfying (2.13), then the relative
moduli space
M
rel
g,s(X,D,A) (2.17)
is the set of equivalence classes of such connected stable k-marked genus g degree A J-holomorphic
maps into into X[m] for any m∈N. The latter space has a natural compact Hausdorff topology10.
Remark 2.2. In (2.13), we are allowing si to be zero for some i = 1, . . . , k. A marked point z
with contact order 0 has image away from D (or D0, D∞). Therefore, such points are ordinary
marked points as in the classical moduli spaces of J-holomorphic maps. In the literature, marked
points are usually divided into the classical part (z1, . . . , zk) and the relative part (zk+1, . . . , zk+ℓ)
such that si=ordzk+i(u,D)> 0 and
∑ℓ
i=1 si=A ·D. Then the moduli space (2.17) is denoted by
M
rel
g,k,s(X,D,A) with s ∈ (Z+)
ℓ. This sort of separation works fine in the relative case, because
there are only two types of points: in D or away from D. In the general SC case D =
⋃
i∈S Di,
however, there are 2S types of points and it is notationally cumbersome (and useless) to divide
points into separate groups based on their type.
Remark 2.3. Let (X,ω) be a smooth symplectic manifold, D⊂X be a smooth symplectic divisor,
and J be an ω-compatible almost complex structure on X such that J(TD)=TD. If u : (Σ, j)−→
(X,J) is J-holomorphic, the linearization of the Cauchy-Riemann operator (1.1) at u is given by
Du∂¯ : Γ
(
Σ;u∗TX
)
−→ Γ
(
Σ,Ω0,1Σ,j⊗Cu
∗TX
)
,
Du∂¯(ξ) = u
∗∂¯∇ +
1
4
NJ(ξ,du), (2.18)
where ∇ is the complex linear connection in (2.1) and ∂¯∇ is the associated ∂¯-operator on Γ(X,TX)
given by (2.4); see [25, Chapter 3.1]. The kernel of Du∂¯ corresponds to infinitesimal deformations
10The proof of which is not complete in [17].
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of u (over the fixed domain (Σ, j)) and the cokernel of that is the obstruction space for integrating
infinitesimal deformations to actual deformations.
If furthermore Im(u)⊂D, then the linearization map Du∂¯, defined in (2.18), satisfies
Du∂¯
(
Γ(Σ, u∗TD)
)
⊂ Γ
(
Σ,Ω0,1Σ,j⊗Cu
∗TD
)
, (2.19)
because the restriction of Du∂¯ to Γ(Σ, u
∗TD) is the linearization11 of the ∂¯-operator at u for the
space of maps into D. Thus, Du∂¯ descends to a first-order differential operator
DNXDu ∂¯ : Γ(Σ, u
∗NXD) −→ Γ
(
Σ,Ω0,1Σ,j⊗Cu
∗NXD
)
. (2.20)
If J ∈J (X,D,ω), i.e. (1.2) holds, then the normal part of NJ(∗,du) vanishes. From (2.18) and
Lemma 2.1 we conclude that
DNXDu ∂¯=u
∗∂¯NXD (2.21)
is a complex linear operator. A priori, the Nijenhueis condition (1.2), and thus the equality (2.21),
is not need for defining relative/log maps. The ∂¯-operator ∂¯NXD is defined for any J that preserves
TD and is complex linear. However, we use (1.2) in the proof of compactness; this condition implies
that certain sequence of almost complex structures on the normal bundle NXD converges to JX,D,
see Lemma 4.5. One may alternatively show that the limiting sections are in the kernel of DNXDu ∂¯
and use (2.21) to show that kernel of DNXDu ∂¯ is complex-linear.
3 Log pseudoholomorphic maps
In this section, we introduce the moduli spaces of log pseudoholomorphic maps relative to SC
symplectic divisors defined in [9]. This is done by first introducing a notion of pre-log pseudoholo-
morphic map which only involves a matching condition of contact orders at the nodes. We then
define a Z-linear map between certain Z-modules associated to the dual graph of such a pre-log
map which encodes the essential deformation/obstruction data for defining and studying log maps.
3.1 Decorated dual graphs
Let Γ=Γ(V,E,L) be a graph with the set of vertices V, edges E, and legs L; the latter, also called
flags or roots, are half edges that have a vertex at one end and are open at the other end. Let
~
E
be the set of edges with an orientation. Given
~
e∈
~
E, let
~
e denote the same edge with the opposite
orientation. For each
~
e∈
~
E, let v1(
~
e) and v2(
~
e) in V denote the starting and ending points of the
arrow, respectively. For v, v′ ∈V, let Ev,v′ denote the subset of edges between the two vertex and
~
Ev,v′ denote the subset of oriented edges from v to v
′. For every v∈V, let
~
Ev denote the subset of
oriented edges starting from v.
A genus labeling of Γ is a function g :V−→N. An ordering of the legs of Γ is a bijection o :L−→
{1, . . . , |L|}. If a decorated graph Γ is connected, the arithmetic genus of Γ is
g = gΓ =
∑
v∈V
gv+rank H1(Γ,Z), (3.1)
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Figure 2: On left, a labeled graph Γ representing elements of Mg,2. On right, a labeled graph Γ
representing elements of Mg,2(X,A).
where H1(Γ,Z) is the first homology group of the underlying topological space of Γ. Figure 2-left
illustrates a labeled graph with 2 legs.
Such decorated graphs Γ characterize different topological types of nodal marked surfaces
(Σ, ~z=(z1, . . . , zk))
in the following way. Each vertex v∈V corresponds to a smooth12 component Σv of Σ with genus
gv . Each edge e ∈ E corresponds to a node qe obtained by connecting Σv and Σv′ at the points
q
~
e∈Σv and q
~
e∈Σv′ , where e∈Ev,v′ and
~
e is an orientation on e with v1(
~
e)=v. The last condition
uniquely specifies
~
e unless e is a loop connecting v to itself. Finally, each leg l∈L connected to the
vertex v(l) corresponds to a marked point zo(l)∈ Σv(l) disjoint from the connecting nodes. If Σ is
connected, then gΓ is the arithmetic genus of Σ. Thus we have
(Σ, ~z)=
∐
v∈V
(Σv, ~zv , qv)/ ∼, q
~
e∼q
~
e ∀ e∈E, (3.2)
where
~zv=~z ∩ Σv and qv = {q
~
e :
~
e∈
~
Ev} ∀ v∈V.
We treat qv as an un-ordered set of marked points on Σv. If we fix an ordering on the set qv, we
denote the ordered set by ~qv. In this situation, we say Γ is the dual graph of (Σ, ~z).
A complex structure j on Σ is a set of complex structures (jv)v∈V on its components. By a (com-
plex) marked nodal curve, we mean a marked nodal real surface together with a complex structure
(Σ, j, ~z). Figure 3 illustrates a nodal curve with (g1, g2, g3, g4, g5) = (0, 2, 0, 1, 0) corresponding to
Figure 2-left.
Similarly, for nodal marked surfaces mapping into a topological space X, we consider similar
decorated graphs where the vertices carry an additional degree labeling
A : V −→ H2(X,Z), v −→ Av,
recording the homology class of the image of the corresponding component. Figure 2-right illus-
trates a dual graph associated to a marked nodal map over the graph on the left.
11The linearization of (1.1) is independent of the choice of the connection at every J-holomorphic map.
12We mean a smooth closed oriented surface.
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z1
z2
Figure 3: A nodal curve in M4,2.
Assume D=
⋃
i∈S Di⊂X is an SC symplectic divisor, (J, ω)∈J (X,D), and (Σ, j) is a connected
smooth complex curve. Then every J-holomorphic map u : (Σ, j)−→(X,J) has a well-defined depth
I⊂S, which is the maximal subset such that Image(u)⊂DI . In particular, any map u intersecting
D in a discrete set is of depth I=∅. We say a point w∈Σ is of depth I, if I is the maximal subset
where u(w)∈DI . Let P(S) be the set of subsets of S. In this situation, the dual graph of (u,Σ)
carries additional labelings
I : V,E −→ P(S), v −→ Iv ∀v∈V, e −→ Ie ∀e∈E (3.3)
recording the depths of smooth components and nodes of Σ.
3.2 Log moduli spaces
Assume D=
⋃
i∈S Di⊂X is an SC symplectic divisor, (J, ω)∈J (X,D), and u : (Σ, j)−→ (X,J) is
a J-holomorphic map of depth I⊂S with smooth domain. Then, for every i∈S−I, the function
ordiu : Σ −→ N, ord
i
u(x) = ordx(u,Di), (3.4)
recording the contact order of u with Di at x is well-defined. For every i∈ I, let u
∗∂¯NXDi be the
pull-back of ∂¯-operator ∂¯NXDi associated (J,Di) in (2.7). Since every ∂¯-operator over a complex
curve is integrable, u∗∂¯NXDi defines a holomorphic structure on u
∗NXDi; see [25, Remark C.1.1].
The holomorphic line bundles (
u∗NXDi, u
∗∂¯NXDi
)
∀ i∈I
play a key role in definition of the log moduli space below. Let Γmero(Σ, u
∗NXDi) be the space of
non-trivial meromorphic sections of u∗NXDi with respect to u
∗∂¯NXDi . For every
ζ∈Γmero(Σ, u
∗NXDi)
the function
ordζ : Σ −→ Z, ordζ(x) = ordx(ζ), (3.5)
recording the vanishing order of ζ at x (which is negative if ζ has a pole at x) is well-defined and
does not change if we replace ζ with a non-zero constant multiple of that.
Definition 3.1. Let D=
⋃
i∈S Di ⊂X be an SC symplectic divisor and (ω, J)∈J (X,D). A log
J-holomorphic tuple (u, [ζ],Σ, j, w) consists of a smooth (closed) connected curve (Σ, j), ℓ distinct
points w={w1, . . . , wℓ} on Σ, a (J, j)-holomorphic map u : (Σ, j)−→(X,J) of depth I⊂S, and
[ζ] ≡
(
[ζi]
)
i∈I
∈
⊕
i∈I
(
Γmero(Σ, u
∗NXDi)/C
∗
)
(3.6)
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such that
ordu,ζ(x) 6=0 ⇒ x∈w (3.7)
where the vector-valued order function
ordu,ζ(x)=
(
(ordiu(x))i∈S−I , (ordζi(x))i∈I
)
∈ZS ∀ x∈Σ
is defined via (3.4) and (3.5).
In particular, if u is of degree A∈H2(X,Z), then (3.7) implies
(A ·Di)i∈S =
∑
wi∈w
ordu,ζ(w
i) ∈ ZS . (3.8)
Remark 3.2. For every J-holomorphic map u : (Σ, j)−→ (X,J) with smooth domain, ℓ distinct
points w1, . . . , wℓ in Σ, and s1, . . . , sℓ∈Z, if Im(u)⊂Di, up to C
∗-action there exists at most one
meromorphic section ζi∈Γmero(Σ, u
∗NXDi) with zeros/poles of order si at w
i (and nowhere else).
Definition 3.3. Let D=
⋃
i∈S Di⊂X be an SC symplectic divisor, (J, ω)∈J (X,D), and
C≡(Σ, j, ~z) =
∐
v∈V
Cv ≡ (Σv, jv, ~zv , qv)/ ∼, q
~
e∼q
~
e ∀
~
e∈
~
E,
be a k-marked connected nodal curve with smooth components Cv and dual graph Γ=Γ(V,E,L)
as in (3.2). A pre-log J-holomorphic map of contact type s = (si)
k
i=1 ∈
(
Z
S
)k
from C to X is a
collection
f ≡
(
fv≡(uv, [ζv ], Cv)
)
v∈V
(3.9)
such that
(1) for each v∈V, (uv, [ζv ] = ([ζv,i])i∈Iv ,Σv, jv, zv ∪ qv) is a log J-holomorphic tuple as in Defini-
tion 3.1,
(2) uv(q
~
e)=uv′(q
~
e)∈X for all
~
e∈
~
Ev,v′ ;
(3) s
~
e≡orduv,ζv(q
~
e)=−orduv′ ,ζv′ (q
~
e)≡−s
~
e for all v, v
′∈V and
~
e∈
~
Ev,v′ ;
(4) orduv,ζv(z
i) = si for all v∈V and z
i∈zv.
Remark 3.4. For every v∈V and
~
e∈
~
Ev, let
s
~
e = (s
~
e,i)i∈S =
(
(ordiuv(q
~
e))i∈S−Iv , (ordζv,i(q
~
e))i∈Iv
)
∈ZS. (3.10)
For
~
e∈
~
Ev,v′ , if uv and uv′ have image in DIv and DIv′ , respectively, by Condition (2), we have
u(qe)=uv(q
~
e)=uv′(q
~
e) ∈ DIv ∩DIv′ = DIv∪Iv′ ;
i.e. Ie⊃Iv∪Iv′ . If i∈S\Iv∪Iv′ , by (3.4), we have
s
~
e,i, s
~
e,i ≥ 0.
Therefore, by Condition (3), they are both zero, i.e.
Ie=Iv∪Iv′ and s
~
e ∈ Z
Ie×{0}S−Ie ⊂ ZS ∀
~
e∈
~
Ev,v′ . (3.11)
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The dual graph Γ of every pre-log map in Definition 3.8 carries an additional decoration s
~
e ∈ Z
S ,
for all
~
e∈
~
E, which records the contact order of (uv, [ζv ]) at q
~
e for every
~
e∈
~
Ev; see Figure 4. The
set L of legs of Γ is also decorated with the contact order function
ord:L−→ZS , l −→ sl,
recording the contact vector at the marked point zo(l) corresponding to l.
Two pre-log maps (u, [ζ], C)≡
(
uv, [ζv], Cv
)
v∈V
and (u˜, [ζ˜], C˜)≡
(
u˜v, [ζ˜v], C˜v
)
v∈V
with isomorphic
decorated dual graphs Γ as in Definition 3.3 are equivalent if there exists a biholomorphic identifi-
cation
(h : C −→ C˜) ≡
(
hv : (Σ˜v, j˜v)−→(Σh(v), jh(v))
)
v∈V
(3.12)
such that
h(z˜i)=zi ∀i=1, . . . , k, u ◦ h= u˜, [h∗vζh(v),i] = [ζ˜v,i] ∀ v∈V, i∈Iv.
A pre-log map f is stable if the group of self-equivalences Aut(f) is finite. By Remark 3.2, a pre-log
map is stable if and only if the underlying nodal marked J-holomorphic map is stable. Clearly, the
automorphism group of a pre-log map is a subgroup of the automorphism group of the underlying
nodal marked J-holomorphic map. Example 3.16 below illustrates some rare cases when the two
groups are different. For every such Γ, we denote the space of equivalence classes of k-marked
degree A pre-log J-holomorphic maps with dual graph Γ and contact pattern s by
Mplogg,s (X,D,A)Γ. (3.13)
If Γ has only one vertex v with I=Iv then
Mlogg,s(X,D,A)I ≡M
plog
g,s (X,D,A)Γ
is the space of equivalence classes of genus g degree A k-marked log J-holomorphic tuples with an
ordering on the marked points and contact pattern s.
In g= 0, the forgetful map
Mlog0,s(X,D,A)I −→M0,k(DI , A), [u, [ζ],Σ, j, ~z] −→ [u,Σ, j, ~z] (3.14)
into the (virtually) main stratum of moduli space of k-marked degree A J-holomorphic maps into
DI gives an identification of two sets. In the higher genus case, however, the (virtual) normal
bundle of this embedding is the direct sum of I copies of dual of Hodge bundle (i.e. tangent space
of Pic0(Σ) at the trivial line bundle). In [7], we will use this description to define a natural class
of Kuranishi charts around log maps with smooth domain.
In [7], we will study the deformation theory of Mlogg,s(X,D,A)I and show that it admits a class of
natural Kuranishi charts of the expected real dimension
dimvirM
log
g,s(X,D,A)I =2
(
cTX1 (A) + (dimCX − 3)(1 − g) + k − |I| −A ·D
)
=
2
(
c
TX(− logD)
1 (A) + (dimCX − 3)(1 − g) + k − |I|
)
,
(3.15)
where TX(− logD) is the logarithmic tangent bundle defined in [11].
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Example 3.5. If D is smooth, i.e. |S|=1, a (pre-)log map with smooth domain of depth ∅ is just
a J-holomorphic map u with image not into D, u−1(D)⊂~z, and
s=
(
ordzi(u,D)
)k
i=1
∈ Nk
as in the definition of the relative moduli spaces in (2.14). Thus there exists a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the virtually main stratum of the moduli space of relative J-holomorphic maps
of contact order s, and the space of depth ∅ (pre-)log maps of the same contact pattern. Also,
a depth {1} (pre-)log J-holomorphic map with smooth domain is made of a J-holomorphic map
u : (Σ, j)−→(D,J |TD) and a meromorphic section ζ of u
∗NXD such that ~z includes the set of zeros
and poles of ζ and
s=
(
ordzi(ζ)
)k
i=1
∈ Zk
as in the definition of the relative moduli spaces. The definitions, however, become different if we
consider maps with nodal domain.
For some decorated dual graphs Γ, the expected dimension of Mplogg,s (X,D,A)Γ, calculated via
(3.15) and the matching conditions at the nodes, could be bigger than or equal to the expected
dimension of the (virtually) main stratumMg,s(X,D,A)=M
log
g,s(X,D,A)∅ (something that we do
not want to happen); see the following example. In order for a nodal pre-log map to be in the
limit of the (virtually) main stratum, there are other global combinatorial and non-combinatorial
obstructions that we are going to describe next.
Example 3.6. Let X=P2 with projective coordinates [x1, x2, x3] and D=D1∪D2 be a transverse
union of two hyperplanes (lines). For
g=0, s=((3, 2), (0, 1))∈(N{1,2})2, and A=[3]∈H2(X,Z)∼=Z,
M0,s(X,D, [3]) is a manifold of complex dimension 4. If D1 = (x1 = 0) and D2 = (x2 = 0), every
element in M0,s(X,D, [3]) is equivalent to a holomorphic map of the form
[z, w]−→ [z3, z2w, a3z
3 + a2z
2w + a1zw
2 + a0w
3]. (3.16)
Let Γ be the dual graph with three vertices v1, v2, v3, and two edges e1, e2 connecting v1 to v3 and
v2 to v3, respectively. Furthermore, choose the orientations
~
e1 and
~
e2 to end at v3 and assume
Iv1=Iv2=∅, Iv3={1, 2}, s
~
e1=(2, 1), s
~
e2=(1, 1), Av1=[2], Av2=[1];
see Figure 4. Note that uv3 is map of degree 0 from a sphere with three special points, two of
which are the nodes connecting Σv3 to Σv1 and Σv2 and the other one is the first marked point z
1
with contact order (3, 2). The second marked point with contact order (0, 1) lies on Σv1 . A simple
calculation shows that Mplog0,s (X,D, [3])Γ is also a manifold of complex dimension 4. Image of u2
could be any line different from D1 and D2 passing through D12, and every such u1 is equivalent
to a holomorphic map of the form
[z, w]−→ [z2, zw, a2z
2 + a1zw + a0w
2].
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Im(uv2)
Im(uv1)
X
D1
D2
~
e2
~
e1
v3
v2
v1
(3, 2)
(0, 1)
Figure 4: A 2-marked genus 0 degree 3 pre-log map in P3 relative to two lines.
Corresponding to the decorated dual graph Γ=Γ(V,E,L) of a pre-log map as in Definition 3.3 and
an arbitrary orientation O≡{
~
e}e∈E ⊂
~
E on the edges, we define a homomorphism of Z-modules
D = D(Γ) ≡ ZE ⊕
⊕
v∈V
Z
Iv
̺=̺O
−−−−−−−→ T = T(Γ) ≡
⊕
e∈E
Z
Ie (3.17)
in the following way. For every e∈E, let
̺(1e)=s
~
e∈Z
Ie, (3.18)
where 1e is the generator of Z
e in ZE and
~
e is the chosen orientation on e in O. In particular,
̺(1e)=0 for any e with Ie=∅. Similarly, for every v∈V and i∈Iv, let 1v,i be the generator of the
i-th factor in ZIv , and define
̺(1v,i)=ξv,i∈
⊕
e∈E
Z
Ie (3.19)
to be the vector which has 1e,i ∈ Z
Ie ⊂ ZS in the e-th factor, if v = v1(
~
e) and e is not a loop, it
has −1e;i ∈Z
Ie in the e-th factor, if v= v2(
~
e) and e is not a loop, and is zero otherwise. This is
well-defined by the first equality in (3.11). Let
Λ=Λ(Γ)=image(̺), K=K(Γ) = Ker(̺) and CK=CK(Γ) = T/Λ = coker(̺). (3.20)
By Definition 3.3.(3), the Z-modules Λ, K, and CK are independent of choice of the orientation O
on E and are invariants of the decorated graph Γ. In particular,
K =
{(
(λe)e∈E, (sv)v∈V
)
∈ ZE ⊕
⊕
v∈V
Z
Iv : sv−sv′=λes
~
e ∀ v, v
′∈V,
~
e∈
~
Ev′,v
}
. (3.21)
In this equation, via the first identity in (3.11) and the inclusion ZIv ∼= ZIv×{0}Ie−Iv ⊂ ZIe, we
think of sv as a vector also in Z
Ie , for all e∈Ev. For any field of characteristic zero F , let
DF = D⊗ZF, TF = T⊗ZF, ΛF = Λ⊗ZF, KF = K⊗ZF, and CKF = CK⊗ZF (3.22)
be the corresponding F -vector spaces and ̺F :DF −→TF be the corresponding F -linear map. Via
the exponentiation map, let
exp(ΛC) ⊂
∏
e∈E
(C∗)Ie
be the subgroup corresponding to the sub-Lie algebra ΛC⊂TC, and denote the quotient group by
G=G(Λ)=exp(CKC). Therefore,
dimC G = dimCKC =
∑
e∈E
(|Ie| − 1)−
∑
v∈V
|Iv|+ dimKC. (3.23)
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Lemma 3.7. Let D=
⋃
i∈S Di⊂X be an SC symplectic divisor, (J, ω)∈J (X,D), andM
plog
g,s (X,D,A)Γ
be as in (3.13). Then there exists a natural map
Mplogg,s (X,D,A)Γ
obΓ−→ G(Γ). (3.24)
Proof. Given a pre-log map f ≡
(
fv≡ (uv, [ζv], Cv)
)
v∈V
as in Definition 3.3, fix an arbitrary set of
representatives
ζv = (ζv,i)i∈Iv ∈ Γmero(Σv, u
∗
vNXDIv) ∀ v∈V. (3.25)
For each v∈V and
~
e∈
~
Ev, let z
~
e be an arbitrary holomorphic coordinate in a sufficiently small disk
∆
~
e around the nodal point (z
~
e=0)=q
~
e∈Σv. By (3.5), for every v∈V,
~
e∈
~
Ev, and i∈Iv, in a local
holomorphic trivialization
u∗NXDi|∆
~
e ≈ NXDi|u(qe)×∆
~
e,
we have
ζv,i(z
~
e) = z
s
~
e,i
~
e ζ˜v,i(z
~
e) (3.26)
such that
0 6= ζ˜v,i(0)≡η
~
e,i∈NXDi|u(qe)
is independent of the choice of the trivialization. Similarly, by [12, (6.1)], for every v ∈V,
~
e∈
~
Ev,
and i∈Ie−Iv, the map uv has a well-defined s
~
e,i-th derivative
η
~
e,i∈NXDi|u(qe) (3.27)
(with respect to the coordinate z
~
e) in the normal direction to Di at the nodal marked point q
~
e.
With the choice of orientation O≡{
~
e}e∈E⊂
~
E on the edges as before, since η
~
e,i 6=0 for all
~
e∈
~
E and
i∈Ie, the tuples
ηe =
(
η
~
e,i/η
~
e,i
)
i∈Ie
∈(C∗)Ie ∀
~
e ∈ O (3.28)
give rise to an element
η≡(ηe)e∈E∈
∏
e∈E
(C∗)Ie .
The action of the subgroup exp(ΛC) on η corresponds to rescalings of (3.25) and change of coor-
dinates in (3.26); i.e the class obΓ(f)= [η] of η in G=
∏
e∈E(C
∗)Ie/exp(ΛC) is independent of the
choice of representatives in (3.25) and local coordinates in (3.26). If f and f ′ are equivalent with
respect to a reparametrization h : Σ′ −→ Σ as in (3.12), the associated group elements η and η′,
respectively, would be the same with respect to any h-symmetric choice of holomorphic coordinates
{z
~
e}
~
e∈
~
E. Therefore, obΓ([f ])=[η]∈G is well-defined.
Definition 3.8. Let D=
⋃
i∈S Di ⊂X be an SC symplectic divisor and (J, ω) ∈J (X,D). A log
J-holomorphic is a pre-log J-holomorphic map f with the decorated dual graph Γ such that
(1) there exist functions
s :V−→RS, v−→sv, and λ :E−→R+, e−→λe,
such that
(a) sv∈R
Iv
+×{0}
S−Iv for all v∈V,
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(b) sv2(
~
e)−sv1(
~
e)=λes
~
e for every
~
e∈
~
E;
(2) and obΓ(f)=1∈G(Γ).
Condition (1)(b) is well-defined because of Definition 3.3.(3). If (2) holds, we say that the pre-log
map f is G-unobstructed. Condition (2) is independent of the choice of orientation O on E. Note
that the functions s and λ are not part of the defining data of a log map.
Remark 3.9. A nodal map in the relative compactification (when D is smooth) with image in
an expanded degeneration X[m] comes with a partial ordering of the smooth components of the
domain, such that the components mapped into X have order 0 and those mapped into the r-th
copy of PXD are of order r. In the compactification process, a component sinking faster into D
gives a component with higher order. From our perspective, the function s in Condition (1) is a
generalization of this partial ordering to the SC case with ZS instead of Z; see Lemma 3.22. From
the tropical perspective of [2, Definition 2.5.3], Condition (1) is equal to the existence of a tropical
map from a tropical curve associated to Γ into RS≥0. This condition puts a big restriction on the
set of contact vectors s
~
e. For example if Iv, Iv′ = ∅, then for any other v
′′ ∈V and oriented edges
~
e∈
~
Ev,v′′ and
~
e′∈
~
Ev′,v′′ , the contact vectors s
~
e and s
~
e′ should be positively proportional.
Example 3.10. Example 3.6 does not satisfy Definition 3.8.(1). Since Iv1 = Iv2 = ∅, we should
have sv1 = sv2 = (0, 0). Then Condition (1)(b) requires s
~
e1 = (2, 1) and s
~
e1 = (1, 1) to be positive
multiples of sv3 , which is impossible. A straightforward calculation shows that the line component
uv2 in any limit of (3.16) with a component uv1 as in Figure 4 should lie in D1. Then the function
s :V−→R2 given by sv1=(0, 0), sv2=(1, 0), and sv3=(2, 1) satisfies Definition 3.8.(1).
Definition 3.11. For a fixed SC symplectic divisor D=
⋃
i∈S Di in X, given g, k∈N, A∈H2(X,Z),
and s∈(ZS)k, we denote by DG(g, s, A) to be the set of (stable) dual graphs Γ=Γ(V,E,L) with k
legs and
(a) a genus decoration of total genus g,
(b) a degree decoration of total degree A,
(c) an ordering L−→{1, . . . , k},
(d) set decorations I : V,E −→ RS satisfying Ie=Iv∪Iv′ for all v, v
′∈V and e∈Ev,v′ ,
(e) and a vector decoration on the set of oriented edges
~
E,
~
e→ s
~
e∈Z
Ie⊂ZS, with s
~
e+s
~
e=0 for
all
~
e∈
~
E,
such that Condition (1) of Definition 3.8 holds and
(Av ·Di)i∈S =
∑
~
e∈
~
Ev
s
~
e +
∑
l∈L
v(l)=v
sl ∀ v∈V. (3.29)
DG(g, s, A) is the set of possible combinatorial types of stable genus g k-marked degree A log
maps of contact order s. Note that the defining conditions of DG(g, s, A) do not capture Defini-
tion 3.8.(2); the latter is a non-combinatorial condition. Example 3.12 below illustrates a legitimate
Γ such that the space of pre-log maps has an expected dimension larger than the expected dimen-
sion of the (virtually) main stratum. Then, imposing Condition (2) of Definition 3.8 would reduce
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v1
Iv1 ={1}
gv1 =
d(d−1)
2
Av1 =[d]
v2
Iv2 ={2}
gv2 =
d(d−1)
2
Av2 =[d]
... d edges
s
~
e=(−1, 1)
...
...
2d points of
contact order (1, 0)
2d points of
contact order (0, 1)
Figure 5: A decorated graph in DG(g=(d− 1)2, s, A=[2d]), corresponding to two generic degree
d curves in D1 and D2 intersecting at d points along D12.
the dimension to less than the expected dimension of the (virtually) main stratum.
For every Γ∈DG(g, s, A) define
Mlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ⊂M
plog
g,s (X,D,A)Γ (3.30)
to be the stratum of log J-holomorphic maps of type Γ. We then define the moduli space of genus
g degree A stable nodal log pseudoholomorphic maps of contact type s to be the union
M
log
g,s(X,D,A) ≡
⋃
Γ∈DG(g,s,A)
Mlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ, (3.31)
Example 3.12. Let
X=P3, D1 ∪D2=P
2 ∪ P2, A=[2d]∈H2(X,Z)∼=Z, g=(d− 1)
2,
s =
(
(1, 0), . . . , (1, 0), (0, 1), . . . , (0, 1)
)
∈
(
Z
{1,2}
)4d
,
and Γ ∈DG(g, s, A) be the decorated dual graph illustrated in Figure 5. Note that the function
s :V −→ R2 given by sv1 = (1, 0) and sv2 = (0, 1) satisfies Definition 3.8.(1). Every element of
Mplogg,s (X,D,A)Γ is supported on two generic degree d plane curves in D1 and D2 intersecting at
d points along D12. By (3.15) and Definition 3.3.(2), the expected C-dimension ofM
log
g,s(X,D,A)∅
and Mplogg,s (X,D,A)Γ are 8d and 9d−2, respectively.
Orient each edge such that v1(
~
ei)=v1 for all i=1, . . . , d. Then Λ=̺(D) in (3.20) is generated by
the vectors s
~
e1 , . . . , s
~
ed , ξv1=ξv1,1, and ξv2=ξv2,2, such that the only relation is
ξv1 + ξv2 + (s
~
e1 + . . .+ s
~
ed) = 0.
We conclude that the group G(Γ) is complex (d−1)-dimensional. Therefore, the subset of log maps
Mlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ⊂M
plog
g,s (X,D,A)Γ
is of the expected C-dimension (9d−2)−(d − 1)=8d−1<8d.
Remark 3.13. By Remark 3.2, for every k-marked stable nodal map f in Mg,k(X,A) with dual
graph Γ, fixing s∈ (ZS)k and the vector decoration {s
~
e}
~
e∈
~
E in Definition 3.11.(e), there exists at
most one element flog∈M
log
g,s(X,D,A) with orders si at z
i and s
~
e at q
~
e lifting f . Furthermore, flog
is stable if and only if f is stable.
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Lemma 3.14. For every genus 0 k-marked stable nodal map f in M0,k(X,A) with dual graph Γ
and a fixed s, there exists at most one vector decoration {s
~
e}
~
e∈
~
E as in Definition 3.11.(e) satisfying
(3.29). In particular, the forgetful map
M
log
0,s(X,D,A) −→M0,k(X,D,A)
is an embedding (of sets).
Proof. Without loose of generality, we may assume D is smooth, i.e |S|=1. Assume there are two
different decorations {s
~
e}
~
e∈
~
E and {s
′
~
e}
~
e∈
~
E as in Definition 3.11 satisfying (3.29). Since g=0, Γ is a
tree and the subset of edges Ω⊂E where s
~
e 6=s
′
~
e determines a sub-tree of that. In particular, there
exists a vertex v∈V that is connected to only one edge e′ ∈Ω. Orient e′ so that v is the starting
point. Then, by (3.29),
Av ·D = s
~
e′ +
∑
~
e∈
~
Ev−{
~
e′}
s
~
e +
∑
l∈L
v(l)=v
sl 6= s
′
~
e′ +
∑
~
e∈
~
Ev−{
~
e′}
s′
~
e +
∑
l∈L
v(l)=v
s′l = Av ·D ;
that is a contradiction.
For g 6= 0, Example 3.15 describes a situation where f has different lifts but the automorphism
groups of f and its lifts are the same. Example 3.16 describes a situation where f has different
lifts and some of them have smaller automorphism groups. For a given stable map f with the
dual graph Γ and a given s, an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.14 shows that the set
of possible vector decorations {s
~
e}
~
e∈
~
E as in Definition 3.11 satisfying (3.29), and thus the set of
possible log lifts of f , is finite.
Example 3.15. Let X=P2, D be a hyperplane (line), and p1, p2, p3, p4 be four distinct points in
D. Let uv1 : Σv1
≈
−→D be a degree one map and ζv1 be a meromorphic section of u
∗
v1NXD with two
poles of order 1 and 2 at q
~
e1 = u
−1
v1 (p1) and q
~
e2 = u
−1
v1 (p2), respectively, and a zero of order 4 at
z1 = u−1v1 (p3). Similarly, let uv2 : Σv2
≈
−→D be a degree one map and ζv2 be a meromorphic section
of u∗v2NXD with two zeros of order 1 and 2 at q
~
e1 = u
−1
v2 (p1) and q
~
e2 = u
−1
v2 (p2), respectively, and
a pole of order 2 at q
~
e3 = u
−1
v2 (p4). Finally, let uv3 : Σv3−→X be a smooth conic with a tangency
of order 2 with D at q
~
e3 = u
−1
v3 (p4). The tuple
ulog ≡ (uv3 , (uv2 , ζv2), (uv1 , ζv1))
with the nodal 1-marked domain
(Σ, z1)=(Σv1 , z
1, q
~
e1 , q
~
e2) ⊔ (Σv2 , q
~
e1 , q
~
e2 , q
~
e3) ⊔ (Σv3 , q
~
e3)/q
~
e ∼ q
~
e ∀ e∈{e1, e2, e3}
defines an element of M
log
1,(4)(X,D, [4]). Let u
′
log be a similar tuple with the roles of p1 and p2
reversed, i.e. u=(uv1 , uv2 , uv3) remains the same but ζv1 and ζv2 exchange their orders at the pre-
images of p1 and p2. Therefore, (ulog,Σ, z
1) and (u′log,Σ, z
1) are different lifts of the same 1-marked
stable map (u,Σ, z1) in M1,1(X, [4]). Note that e1 and e2 form a loop in Γ. In this example, the
two vector decorations corresponding to (ulog,Σ, z
1) and (u′log,Σ, z
1) yield isomorphic decorated
dual graphs Γ. In other words, the forgetful map
Mlog1,(4)(X,D, [4])Γ−→M1,1(X, [4])
is a double-covering of its image.
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Example 3.16. Assume u : Σ−→D⊂X is a stable map, where Σ is the genus 1 nodal curve made
of two copies of P1, say P11 and P
1
2, attached at 0 and ∞, and ui=u|P1i : P
1
i −→ D, for i=1, 2, is a
double-covering of some rational curve Ci⊂D, with ui(z
−1)=ui(z); i.e.
ui(0)=ui(∞)=x∈C1∩C2⊂D.
Furthermore, assume NXD|C1 = O(2) and NXD|C2 = O(−2). The automorphism group of the
stable map f = (u,Σ) is Z2. Since u
∗
1NXD = O(4) and u
∗
2NXD = O(−4), there are 2 possible
ways to lift f to a log map flog ∈M
log
1,∅(X,D, 2(C1+C2)). The holomorphic section ζ1 of u
∗
1NXD
can be chosen to have zeros of orders (3, 1), (2, 2), or (1, 3) at (0,∞). In the middle case, the
automorphism group of flog is Z2. In the remaining two cases, the two lifts are equivalent with
respect to the reparametrization map
h : Σ −→ Σ, h|P1i (z)=z
−1, i=1, 2,
and their equivalence class defines a single element of M
log
1,∅(X,D, 2(C1+C2)) with the trivial
automorphism group.
In Section 4, for J as in the statement of Theorem 1.1, we will lift the Gromov convergence
topology to a compact sequential convergence topology on (3.31) such that the forgetful map (1.8)
is a continuous local embedding. It follows that the lifted topology is also metrizable. If g > 0,
globally, (1.8) behaves like an immersion. If s∈ (NS)k, by Lemma 3.20 bellow, M
log
g,s(X,D,A) is a
compact space of the expected real dimension
2
(
c
TX(− logD)
1 (A) + (dimCX − 3)(1− g) + k
)
. (3.32)
In subsequent papers we will construct Kuranishi-type charts of dimension (3.32) around every
point of M
log
g,s(X,D,A).
The following example describes the log compactification of the moduli space of lines in P2 relative
to a transverse union of two hyperplanes (lines). Even in this simple example, E. Ionel was not13
able to precisely describe her compactification and verify that it is compact/Hausdorff. In [29],
Brett Parker gives a tropical description of “a compactification” which is different than the natural
outcome of Example 3.17.
Example 3.17. Let X =P2 with projective coordinates [x1, x2, x3], D1=(x1=0), D2=(x2=0),
D=D1 ∪D2, A=[1]∈H2(P
2,Z) ∼= Z, and s=((1, 0), (0, 1)). Then, as we show below, the moduli
space
M
log
0,s (X,D, [1]) (3.33)
can be identified14 with Bpt1,pt2P
2
dual (two point blowup of P
2), where P2dual is the dual space of lines
in X=P2, pt1 is the point corresponding to the line D1, and pt2 is the point corresponding to the
line D2. Let E1 and E2 be the exceptional curves of Bpt1,pt2P
2
dual and L be the proper transform
of the line connecting pt1 and pt2. Any line in X not passing through D12 intersects D1 and D2
at two disjoint points z1 and z2, respectively. By (3.4),
ord(z1) = (1, 0) and ord(z2) = (0, 1).
13In a discussion that happened at Simons Center in Spring 2014 and a series of follow-up emails.
14The identification is homeomorphic with respect to the topology that we describe in Section 4.
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This gives an identification of
Mlog0,s (X,D, [1])∅ ⊂M
log
0,s (X,D, [1])
with Bpt1,pt2P
2− (E1 ∪ E2 ∪ L). Every other log map (u, [ζ]) with smooth domain in (3.33) is
either of depth {1} or of depth {2} with two marked points z1 and z2 of the corresponding orders.
Those of depth {1} are given by an isomorphism u : P1
∼=
−→ D1 and a holomorphic section ζ of
NXD1∼=OP1(1), such that ζ has a simple zero at the marked point z
1 and z1 6=z2=u−1(D2). Such
[ζ] is uniquely determined by u(z1)∈D1∼=P
1. Therefore, via the identification
E1 ∼= P
(
H0(NXD1)
)
∼= P1,
such maps correspond to E1−{E1 · L}∼=C. Similarly, the maps of depth {2} with smooth domain
correspond to E2−{E2 · L}∼=C.
For other log maps f in (3.33), z1 and z2 are mapped to the point D12 and thus live on a “ghost
bubble” u2 : P
1 −→ X, with u2 ≡ D12. This ghost bubble and the non-trivial map u1 : P
1 −→ X
are attached to each other at nodal points z3 ∈ Dom(u2) and z
′ ∈ Dom(u1). By definition, the
meromorphic section ζ=(ζ1, ζ2) defining the log map (u2, [ζ] ≡ ([ζ1], [ζ2])) is a meromorphic section
of the trivial bundle u∗2NXD12
∼=P1×C2, such that
ordz1(ζ) = (1, 0) and ordz2(ζ) = (0, 1).
Since u∗2NXD12 is trivial, we should have ordz3(ζ)=(−1,−1) and these restrictions specify a unique
(C∗)2-class [ζ]. The are thus three possibilities for f .
(1) u1 is of depth ∅: in this case, by Definition 3.3.(3), u1 specifies an element ofM
log
0,((1,1))
(X,D, [1])∅
and we get an identification of such maps f = [u1, (u2, [ζ])] in (3.33) with the points of
L−{L · E1, L · E2}. The associated decorated dual graph Γ is made of two vertices v1 and
v2 corresponding to u1 and u2, with Iv1 = ∅ and Iv2 = {1, 2}, connected by an edge e with
Ie = {1, 2} and s
~
e =±(1, 1) (depending on the choice of the orientation). The group G(Γ) in
this case is trivial and the function s in Definition 3.8.(1) can be taken to be sv1 =(0, 0) and
sv2=(1, 1).
(2) u1 is of depth {1}: in this case u1 comes with a holomorphic section ζ
′ of OP1(1) as before.
Since ord(z′)=(1, 1), by Definition 3.3.(3), ζ ′ should be zero at z′ and this uniquely determines
[ζ ′]. This unique element f=[(u1, [ζ
′]), (u2, [ζ])] corresponds to the point E1 ·L. The associated
decorated dual graph Γ is made of two vertices v1 and v2 corresponding to u1 and u2, with
Iv1 ={1} and Iv2 ={1, 2}, connected by an edge e with Ie={1, 2} and s
~
e=±(1, 1) (depending
on the choice of orientation). The group G(Γ) in this case is trivial and the function s in
Definition 3.8.(1) can be taken to be sv1=(1, 0) and sv2=(2, 1).
(3) u1 is of depth {2}: similarly, there is a unique such map which corresponds to the point E2 ·L.
In the case of the classical moduli space of stable J-holomorphic maps Mg,k(X,A), for a J-
holomorphic map u : (Σ, j)−→ (X,J) with smooth domain, the linearization Du∂¯ of the Cauchy-
Riemann equation in (2.18) is Fredholm. Therefore, the real vector spaces
Def(u)=ker(Du∂¯) and Obs(u)=coker(Du∂¯)
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are finite dimensional. The first space corresponds to infinitesimal deformations of u (over the
fixed domain C) and the second one is the obstruction space for integrating the elements of Def(u)
to actual deformations. In the nodal case, the kernel Def(u) of the similarly defined linearization
map in [8, Section 6.3] corresponds to infinitesimal deformations of u in the stratumMg,k(X,A)Γ.
Deformations into Mg,k(X,A) correspond to gluing the nodes of the domain with gluing param-
eters from CE and the gluing is virtually un-obstructed, i.e. if Obs(u) = 0, for every sufficiently
small smoothing (Σ′, j′) of the nodes of the domain (Σ, j), there exists a pseudoholomorphic map
u′ : (Σ′, j′) −→ (X,J) close u; see [8, Theorem 6.3.5] for Obs(u) 6= 0. In other words, moduli
spaces Mg,k(X,A) are virtually smooth (orbifolds) and the “virtual normal cone” of the stratum
Mg,k(X,A)Γ is an (orbi-) bundle of rank |E|. For the log moduli spaces defined in this paper, as
(3.30) indicates, there are new obstructions for smoothing of nodal pre-log maps. The claim is
that, in addition to a logarithmic version of Du∂¯, the gluing part of the deformation-obstruction
is encoded in the combinatorial linear map (3.17) in the following sense.
With notation as in (3.22), let
σ = σ(Γ) = KR ∩
(
R
E
≥0 ⊕
⊕
v∈V
R
Iv
≥0
)
⊂KR (3.34)
be the cone of non-negative elements in the kernel of ̺R :DR−→TR. This cone is independent of
the choice of the orientation O used to define (3.17); in fact, by (3.21),
σ =
{(
(λe)e∈E, (sv)v∈V
)
∈ RE≥0 ⊕
⊕
v∈V
R
Iv
≥0 : sv−sv′=λes
~
e ∀ v, v
′∈V,
~
e∈
~
Ev′,v
}
. (3.35)
The integral part of σ coincides with the monoid Q∨ in [2, Section 2.3.9].
Lemma 3.18. For every Γ∈DG(g, s, A), σ(Γ) is a top-dimensional strictly convex rational poly-
hedral cone in KR(Γ).
Proof. The functions s and λ in Definition 3.8.(1) define an element m+ of
KR ∩
(
R
E
+ ⊕
⊕
v∈V
R
Iv
+
)
. (3.36)
Since all of the coefficients in m+ are positive, for any arbitrary m∈KR there exists a sufficiently
large r>0 such that m+rm+∈σ. We conclude that σ is top-dimensional. Since R
E
≥0 ⊕
⊕
v∈V R
Iv
≥0
is a strictly convex rational polyhedral cone and KR is an integrally defined sub-vector space, the
intersection (3.36) is a strictly convex rational polyhedral cone.
Corollary 3.19. By Lemma 3.18, the functions s and λ in Definition 3.8.(1) can be chosen to be
integral-valued
Lemma 3.20. For any decorated dual graph Γ ∈DG(g, s, A), the expected complex dimension of
Mlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ is
c
TX(− logD)
1 (A) + (n− 3)(1 − g) + k − dimRKR(Γ) (3.37)
The only stratum with dimKR(Γ)=0 is M
log
g,s(X,D,A)∅.
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Proof. Equation 3.37 follows from (3.15), Definition 3.3.(2), (3.1), (3.23), and (3.24). By Defini-
tion 3.8.(1) and (3.21), a function (s, λ) as in Definition 3.8.(1) gives us an element of KR(Γ). This
element is trivial only if Γ = {v} is a one-vertex graph with no edge and Iv = ∅. This establishes
the last claim.
The log moduli spaces (3.31) are not always virtually smooth. For example, the log moduli space
of Example 3.21 below has an A1-singularity along some stratum. For the log moduli spaces, as
we will explain in Section 3.5, the the space of gluing parameters alongMlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ belongs to
(a neighborhood of the origin in finitely many copies of) the affine toric variety Yσ(Γ) constructed
from the toric fan σ(Γ)⊂KR. In other words, the kernel of (3.17) gives the gluing deformation and,
by (3.30), the cokernel of that gives the obstruction space for smoothability of such pre-log maps.
In the following example, we describe a tuple (X,D, g, s, A,Γ) whereMlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ is a point and
Yσ has an A1-singularity at its center. In this example, the relative moduli space M
rel
g,s(X,D,A)
replaces the A1-singularity with a small resolution of that.
Example 3.21. Suppose X=P3, D∼=P1×P1 is a smooth degree 2 hypersurface,
g=1, A=[2]∈H2(P
3,Z)∼=Z, and s=(0, 0, 4).
By [17, Lemma 4.2] and (3.37), bothM
rel
g,s(X,D,A) andM
log
g,s(X,D,A) are of the expected complex
dimension 7. Let M
rel
g,s(X,D,A)Γ be the stratum of maps in the expanded degeneration X[2] with
connected components:
• a degree 1 map u0 : P
1→X (a line) that intersects D at two distinct points (with multiplicity 1),
• a map u3 : P
1→PXD in the second layer {2}× PXD of X[2] which is made of a degree 1 map
u3 : P
1→D and a meromorphic section ζ of u∗3NXD
∼=OP1(2) with a zero of order 4 and 2 poles
of order one, and
• two maps u1, u2 : P
1→PXD in the first layer {1}×PXD of X[2] carrying the first and the second
marked point, respectively, which are degree 1 covers of fibers of PXD connecting u0 and u4;
see Figure 6-Left. While the stratum M
rel
g,s(X,D,A)Γ is of virtual C-codimension 2, by (3.37), its
image
M
log
g,s(X,D,A)Γ = π(M
rel
g,s(X,D,A)Γ)
in the log moduli space, given by the projection map π of Proposition 3.24 below, is of virtual
C-codimension 3. In fact, with the labeling and the choice of orientation on the edges of the
associated decorated dual graph Γ in Figure 6-Right, we have
̺ : ZE ⊕
⊕
i∈[3]
Z
Ivi ∼= Z{e1,e2,e3,e4} ⊕ Z{v1,v2,v3} −→
⊕
i∈[4]
Z
Iei ∼= Z{e1,e2,e3,e4}
̺(1ei) = 1ei ∀ i∈ [4], ̺(1v1) = −1e1 + 1e3 , ̺(1v2) = −1e2 + 1e4 , and ̺(1v3) = −1e3 − 1e4 .
Therefore,
σ=ker(̺R)∩
(
R
{e1,e2,e3,e4}
≥0 ⊕ R
{v1,v2,v3}
≥0
)
is the cone generated by the set of 4 vectors
α1=1v3+1e3+1e4 , α2=1v1+1v3+1e1+1e4 , α3=1v2+1v3+1e2+1e3 , α4=1v1+1v2+1v3+1e1+1e2 .
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order 4 contact
X
PXD
PXD
order= (4)
~
e2 : s
~
e2 = (1)
~
e1 : s
~
e1 = (1)
~
e4 : s
~
e4 = (1)
~
e3 : s
~
e3 = (1)
v0
v2
v3
v1
Figure 6: On left, a nodal 2-marked g=1 relative map in X[2]. On right, the decorated dual graph
of the image log map.
Since the only relation among αi is α1+α4=α2+α3, the associated toric variety Yσ is isomorphic
to the 3-dimensional affine sub-variety
(x1x4−x2x3 = 0)⊂C
4.
3.3 Relative vs. Log compactification
In this section, for the case where D is smooth, i.e. |S| = 1 in Definition 3.8, we compare
M
rel
g,s(X,D,A) and M
log
g,s(X,D,A). Proposition 3.24 shows that the latter is smaller and there
is a projection map from the relative compactification onto the log compactification. This is ex-
pected, since the notion of nodal log map involves more C∗-quotients on the set of meromorphic
sections. In the algebraic case, [3, Theorem 1.1.] shows that an algebraic analogue of the projection
map (3.43) induces an equivalence of virtual fundamental classes. We expect the same to hold for
the invariants/VFC arising from our log compactification.
We first start with a simple lemma that highlights the relation between Definition 3.8.(1) and the
layer structure in the relative compactification.
Lemma 3.22. Let D⊂(X,ω) be a smooth symplectic divisor, J ∈J (X,D,ω), and[
f ≡
(
(uv, [ζv ], Cv) v∈V
Iv={1}
, (uv , Cv) v∈V
Iv=∅
)]
∈Mplogg,s (X,D,A)Γ (3.38)
be a pre-log J-holomorphic map with dual graph Γ(V,E,L). The there exists a function s :V−→R≥0
satisfying Definition 3.8.(1), if and only if the relations
(a) v1≈Γ v2 if v1 and v2 are connected and s
~
e=0 for any
~
e∈
~
Ev1,v2, and
(b) v1≺Γ v2 if v1 and v2 are connected and s
~
e>0 for any
~
e∈
~
Ev1,v2,
are independent of the choice of
~
e∈
~
Ev1,v2 (i.e. they are well-defined), and generate a partial order
Γ on V.
Note that for a classical edges e connecting v1, v2∈V0, since Ie=∅ by (3.11), we always have
s
~
e=0∈0 = R
∅⊂RS=R.
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Proof. If (a) and (b) define a partial order (V,Γ), we construct s :V −→ R satisfying Defini-
tion 3.8.(1) in the following way. For every v∈V0 define sv=0. Let V
(1)
min be the subset of minimal
vertices in V1. For every v∈V
(1)
min define sv=1. Having constructed V
(1)
min, . . . ,V
(k)
min, let V
(k+1)
min be
the subset of minimal vertices in
V1−
(
V
(1)
min ∪· · ·V
(k)
min
)
.
For every v∈V
(k+1)
min define sv=k+1. This function clearly satisfies Definition 3.8.(1). Conversely,
given such a function s :V −→ R satisfying Definition 3.8.(1), define v1 ≈Γ v2 (resp. v1 ≺Γ v2) if
they are connected by a path and sv1=sv2 (resp. sv1<sv2). This is a partial order whose defining
conditions match with (a) and (b).
Lemma 3.23. With notation as in Lemma 3.22, the pre-log map f satisfies Definition 3.8.(2) if
and only if there exists a set of representatives {ζv}v∈V,Iv={1} such that
ζv(q
~
e) = ζv′(q
~
e) ∀ v, v
′∈V, e∈Ev,v′ s.t. Iv, Iv′={1}, s
~
e=0. (3.39)
Proof. For S={1}, define
Vi = {v ∈ V : |Iv|= i}, Ei = {e ∈ E : |Ie|= i}, with i=0, 1,
E1,0 = {e ∈ E : |Ie|=1, s
~
e=0}, E1,⋆ = {e ∈ E : |Ie|=1, s
~
e 6=0}.
(3.40)
The last equation is well-defined by Definition 3.3.(3). Then the homomorphism (3.17) (corre-
sponding to some fixed orientation O on E) takes the form
Z
E0 ⊕ ZE1 ⊕ ZV1
̺
−−−−−−−→ ZE1 (3.41)
where ̺|
ZE0
≡0, ̺(1e)=s
~
e∈Z for all e∈E1, and
̺(1v ≡ 1v,1)e =

1e if v1(
~
e) = v;
−1e if v2(
~
e) = v;
0 if e is a loop or otherwise.
Therefore, tensoring (3.41) with C, the cokernel CKC of ̺C is equal to the cokernel of the induced
map
C
V1
̺C
−−−−−−−→ CE1,0 .
Fix an arbitrary set of representatives
(ζv ∈ Γmero(Σv, u
∗
vNXD))v∈V1 . (3.42)
By (3.26) and (3.28), for every e∈E1,0 with v=v1(
~
e) and v′=v2(
~
e), we have
ηe = ζv(q
~
e)/ζv′(q
~
e) ∈ C
∗.
Therefore,
η≡(ηe)e∈E1,0 ∈
∏
e∈E1,0
(C∗)E1,0
is equal to (1)e∈E1,0 if and only if (3.39) holds. Since cokernel of ̺C coincides with cokernel of ̺C,
the element
[η]∈(C∗)E/exp(im(̺C))
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in the proof of Lemma 3.7 is the identity element if and only if
[η]∈(C∗)E1,0/exp(̺C(C
V1))
is the identity element. The latter holds if and only if is there exists a rescaling of the sections
(ζv)v∈V1 for which (3.39) holds.
Proposition 3.24. Let D⊂(X,ω) be a smooth symplectic divisor, J ∈J (X,D), and s∈Nk. Then
there exists a natural surjective map
π : M
rel
g,s(X,D,A) −→M
log
g,s(X,D,A). (3.43)
Proof. For each relative map f , π(f) is the log map obtained by forgetting those unstable P1-
components of the domain which are isomorphically mapped to the trivial fibers of PXD, and
restricting the equivalence class of each section defining a map into a PXD to the equivalence
classes of its restrictions to each connected component. The required function s :V(Γ)−→R≥0 in
Definition 3.8(1) can be taken to be the one given by the layer structure of the relative moduli
space. Moreover, by Lemma 3.23, π(f) satisfies (3.30) because a set of sections representing f have
equal values at the nodes qe with Ie={1} and s
~
e=0.
Conversely, let f be any log map with dual graph Γ. By Corollary 3.19, we can assume that the
function s : V(Γ)−→R≥0 in Definition 3.8.(1) is integral. We take one such s such that max(s) is
the smallest among all such s. For each connected component Σv of Σ in f with Iv={1}, choose
an arbitrary section ζv representing the equivalence class [ζv] in f . By Lemma 3.23, we can choose
these sections to have equal values at the nodes qe with Ie = {1} and s
~
e = 0. Define a relative
map f˜ whose restriction to Σv is the map corresponding to ζv into the sv-th PXD and such that
disconnected nodes are connected by adding extra P1-components to the domain and by mapping
them bijectively to the P1-fibers of PXD. Since max(s) is the smallest among all such s, there is
at least one non-trivial component in each PXD of the expanded degeneration X[max(s)]; i.e. f˜
defines a stable map into X[max(s)]. It is clear from the construction that π(f˜)=f .
Next, we give an example where the projection map (3.43) is non-trivial and both the relative and
the log moduli spaces are smooth. The relative moduli space in this example is some blowup of
the log moduli space.
Example 3.25. Let X=P1, D= D1 =pt1⊔ pt2 be the disjoint union of two points, g=0, k=4,
and A= [1]∈H2(P
1,Z)∼=Z. Therefore s = (0, 0, 1, 1) ∈ Z2 (or a permutation of that) is the only
option for the contact pattern. Then the relative moduli space M
rel
0,s(X,D, [1]) can be identified
with a blowup of P1×P1 at 4 points, whileM
log
0,s(X,D, [1]) can be identified with a blowup of P
1×P1
at 2 (of those) points. The projection map in (3.43) corresponds to the blowdown of the two extra
exceptional curves.
3.4 Forgetful maps
In this section, we show that the process of forgetting some of the smooth components of an SC
divisor D=
⋃
i∈S Di gives us a forgetful map between the corresponding log moduli spaces. The
results are not used in the rest of the paper. While (1.8) is not always an embedding, the map
(3.47) below is an embedding. This embedding can be used to reduce certain arguments to the
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case of smooth divisors.
Let D=
⋃
i∈S Di⊂X be an SC symplectic divisor, (J, ω)∈J (X,D), g, k∈N,
s=(si = (sij)j∈S)
k
i=1∈(Z
S)k, (3.44)
and Γ∈DG(g, s, A). Given S′⊂S, let
s|S′=(si = (sij)j∈S′)
k
i=1∈(Z
S′)k, D|S′=
⋃
i∈S′
Di,
and Γ|S′∈DG(g, s|S′ , A) be the decorated dual graph with the same set of vertices and edges, but
with the reduced set of decorations
I ′v=Iv ∩ S
′ ∀ v∈ V, I ′e=Iv ∩ S
′ ∀ e∈ E, s′
~
e=(s
~
e,j)j∈S′∈Z
S′ ∀
~
e∈
~
E.
Define
ιS,S′ : M
plog
g,s (X,D,A)Γ −→M
plog
g,s|S′
(X,D|S′ , A)Γ|S′ (3.45)
to be the (well-defined) forgetful map obtained by removing the meromorphic sections
(ζv,i)i∈Iv−I′v⊂S−S′
in (3.9) for all v∈V.
Lemma 3.26. With notation as above, the map ιS,S′ in (3.45) sendsM
log
g,s(X,D,A)Γ⊂M
plog
g,s (X,D,A)Γ
to Mlogg,s|S′
(X,D|S′ , A)Γ|S′ ⊂M
plog
g,s|S′
(X,D|S′ , A)Γ|S′ .
Proof. Fix an orientation O on E. With notation as in (3.17), the commutative diagram
Z
E ⊕
⊕
v∈V Z
Iv
̺
//
prD

⊕
e∈E Z
Ie
prT

Z
E ⊕
⊕
v∈V Z
I′v
̺′
//
⊕
e∈E Z
I′e ,
where prD and prT are the obvious projection maps and ̺ and ̺
′ are defined via O, induces a group
homomorphism prS,S′ :G(Γ)−→G(Γ|S′) such that
prS,S′
(
obΓ(f)
)
= obΓ|S′ (ιS,S′
(
f)
)
∀ f ∈Mplogg,s (X,D,A)Γ.
Therefore, obΓ(f)=1 implies obΓ|S′ (ιS,S′
(
f)
)
=1.
Taking union over all Γ, we obtain the stratified forgetful map
ιS,S′ : M
log
g,s(X,D,A) −→M
log
g,s|S′
(X,D|S′ , A).
For example, the S′=∅ case of (3.45) is the map (1.8) into the underlying moduli space of stable
maps; moreover,
ιS,S′′ = ιS′,S′′ ◦ ιS,S′ : M
log
g,s(X,D,A) −→M
log
g,s|S′′
(X,D|S′′ , A) ∀S
′′⊂S′⊂S. (3.46)
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For s as in (3.44), let sj= s|{j}=(sij)
k
i=1∈(Z)
k, for all j∈S, and define
ιS,1=
∏
j∈S
ιS,{j} : M
log
g,s(X,D,A) −→ ×j∈S M
log
g,sj (X,Dj , A), (3.47)
where the right-hand side is the fiber product of{
ι{j},∅ : M
log
g,sj(X,Dj , A)−→Mg,k(X,A)
}
j∈S
.
The map ι is well-defined by (3.46) and it is an embedding15 by Remark 3.13. As the following
example shows, this embedding can be proper (i.e. not an equality).
Example 3.27. In Example 3.12, the obstruction groups G(Γ|{1}) and G(Γ|{2}) associated to Γ|{1}
and Γ|{2} are trivial. Therefore, for an element of the right-hand side in (3.47), the corresponding
sections ζv1,1 and ζv2,2 can be arbitrary (modulo the combinatorial conditions imposed by Defi-
nitions 3.3 and 3.8). On the otherhand, for such a pair (ζv1,1, ζv2,2) to define an element of the
left-hand side, the corresponding group element in the non-trivial group G has be the identity.
Therefore, the restriction
ι{1,2},1 : M
log
g,s(X,D,A)Γ −→ ×j=1,2 M
log
g,sj (X,Dj , A)Γ|{j}
of (3.47) to M
log
g,s(X,D,A)Γ is not an isomorphism.
3.5 Gluing parameters
In this section, we describe the space of gluing parameters for each Γ∈DG(g, s, A) and show that
it is essentially an affine toric variety.
For every log map f ∈Mlogg,s(X,D,A)Γ choose a representative(
uv, {ζv,i}i∈Iv , Cv ≡ (Σv, jv, ~zv)
)
v∈V
(3.48)
and a set of local coordinates {z
~
e}
~
e∈
~
E around the nodes. Since f is unobstructed, by the proof of
Lemma 3.7 we can choose ζv,i and z
~
e such that the leading coefficient vectors η
~
e in (3.28) satisfy
η
~
e = η
~
e ∀ e∈E. (3.49)
For every v∈V and i∈S−Iv, let tv,i=1 in (3.50). Then the space of gluing parameters for f is a
sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin in
GlΓ =
{(
(εe)e∈E,(tv,i)v∈V,i∈Iv
)
∈CE ×
∏
v∈V
C
Iv : ε
s
~
e,i
e tv,i = tv′,i
∀ v, v′∈V, e∈Ev,v′ , i∈Ie,
~
e s.t s
~
e,i ≥ 0
}
⊂ CE ×
∏
v∈V
C
Iv .
(3.50)
The complex numbers εe are the gluing parameters for the nodes of Σ and tv,i are the parameters
for pushing uv out in the direction of ζv,i. In the proof of gluing construction in [7], given a set of
representatives
(
{z
~
e}
~
e∈
~
E, {ζv,i}v∈V,i∈Iv
)
satisfying (3.49) and a sufficiently small
(ε, t)≡
(
(εe)e∈E, (tv,i)v∈V,i∈Iv
)
∈GlΓ,
15By the results of Section 4, for appropriate choice of J , all maps ιS,S′ and thus ιS,1 are continuous.
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we will construct a pre-gluing almost log map f˜ε,t and show that there is an actual log pseudoholo-
morphic map “close” to it.
Let
T
∨ ∼=
⊕
e∈E
Z
Ie
̺∨
−−−−−−−→ D∨ ∼= ZE ⊕
⊕
v∈V
Z
Iv
be the dual of Z-linear map ̺ associated to Γ in (3.17) (for a fixed choice of orientation O on E).
For the kernel subspace K=ker(̺)⊂D as in (3.20), let
K
⊥ = {m ∈ D∨ : 〈m,α〉 = 0 ∀ α∈K} ⊂ D∨.
Then Im(̺∨)⊂K⊥ with the finite qoutient
K
⊥/image(̺∨).
Proposition 3.28. The space of gluing parameters GlΓ in (3.50) is a possibly non-irreducible and
non-reduced affine toric sub-variety of CE×
∏
v∈V C
Iv that is isomorphic to
∣∣K⊥/Im(̺∨)∣∣ copies of
the irreducible reduced affine toric variety Yσ(Γ) (with toric fan σ), counting with multiplicities
16.
Replacing {z
~
e}
~
e∈
~
E and {ζv,i}v∈V,i∈Iv with another choice satisfying (3.49) corresponds to a torus
action on GlΓ.
Proof. Let us start with some general facts about toric varieties. For n∈Z+, every vector m∈Z
n
has a unique presentationm=m+−m− such thatm+,m−∈(Z≥0)
n. Everym=(a1, . . . , an)∈(Z≥0)
n
corresponds to the monomial
xm ≡ xa11 · · · x
an
n ∈C[x1, . . . , xn].
For every arbitrary m∈Zn, the binomial corresponding to m is the expression
xm,± ≡ xm+ − xm− ∈C[x1, . . . , xn].
For example, if m = 0, then xm,± = 1 − 1 = 0. A binomial ideal17 I in C[x1, . . . , xn] is an ideal
generated by a finite set of binomials xm1,±, . . . , xmℓ,±.
Suppose K∨ ∼= Zℓ is a lattice and Zn −→K∨ is a surjective Z-linear map. Let Rn −→K∨R be the
corresponding R-linear projection map and σ∨ be the image of the cone Rn≥0 in K
∨
R
. Then the dual
map ι : K →֒ Zn is an embedding and the dual of σ∨ is the toric fan
σ=KR ∩ ι
−1(Rn≥0).
In this situation, by [4, Proposition 1.1.9], the toric variety Yσ associated to the toric fan σ is the
zero set of the binomial ideal
I = {xm,± : m∈K⊥ ⊂ Zn}. (3.51)
With Zn=ZE ⊕
⊕
v∈V Z
Iv , K in (3.21), and σ=σ(Γ) as in (3.34), the previous argument implies
that Yσ(Γ) is the zero set of the binomial ideal (3.51).
16We dont know of any example, arising from such dual graphs, such that the multiplicities are bigger than 1.
17For more general binomial ideals see [5].
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Let I ′⊂I be the binomial sub-ideal generated by the elements of Im(̺∨)⊂K⊥. By definition of ̺
and (3.50), the space of gluing parameters GlΓ is the zero set (scheme) of I
′. Therefore Yσ(Γ)⊂GlΓ.
Note that Yσ(Γ) is the Zariski closure of the irreducible subgroup{
t ∈ (C∗)n : tm = 1 ∀ m∈K⊥
}
⊂ (C∗)n
and GlΓ is the Zariski closure of possibly non-irreducible subgroup{
t ∈ (C∗)n : tm = 1 ∀ m∈ Im(̺∨)
}
⊂ (C∗)n; (3.52)
see [4, Definition 1.1.7]. Therefore, all the irreducible components of GlΓ are isomorphic to Yσ(Γ).
Since ∣∣I/I ′∣∣ = ∣∣∣K⊥/Im(̺∨)∣∣∣ ,
GlΓ is isomorphic to
∣∣K⊥/Im(̺∨)∣∣ copies of Yσ(Γ), counting with multiplicities. The last statement
in Proposition 3.28 follows how the subgroup (3.52) acts on (3.50).
Example 3.29. Suppose S={1, 2} and Γ is the decorated dual graph with two vertices V={v1, v2}
and two edges e1 and e2 connecting them. Choose
~
e1 and
~
e2 to be the orientations starting at v1.
Suppose
Iv1 = {1}, Iv2 = {2}, s
~
e1 = s
~
e2 = (−2, 2).
Then the linear map
̺ : ZE ⊕ ZIv1 ⊕ ZIv2 ≡ Ze1 ⊕ Ze2 ⊕ Zv1 ⊕ Zv2 −→ Z
{1,2}
e1 ⊕ Z
{1,2}
e2
is given by
̺(1e1) = ((−2, 2)e1 , (0, 0)e2), ̺(1e2) = ((0, 0)e1 , (−2, 2)e2),
̺(1v1) = ((1, 0)e1 , (1, 0)e2), ̺(1v2) = ((0,−1)e1 , (0,−1)e2).
It is straightforward to check that Ker(̺) is one-dimensional and is generated by
1e1+1e2+2 · 1v1+2 · 1v2 ;
i.e. Yσ(Γ) ∼= C. On the other hand, GlΓ is the sub-variety cut-out by
ε21 = tv2 , ε
2
2 = tv2 , ε
2
1 = tv1 , ε
2
2 = tv1 .
This is isomorphic to 2 copies of C, the component Yσ(Γ) is the image of t −→ (t, t, t
2, t2) and the
other one is the image of t −→ (t,−t, t2, t2). It is straightforward to see that
Ker(̺)⊥/Im(̺∨)
is isomorphic to Z2 and is generated by the class of [1
∨
e1 − 1
∨
e2 ].
4 Compactness
In this section, after a quick review of the convergence problem for the Deligne-Mumford space and
for the classical moduli spaces of pseudoholomorphic maps, we prove Theorem 1.1 in several steps.
The main step of the proof is Proposition 4.11, that relates the sequence of “gluing” and “rescaling”
parameters, when a sequence of J-holomorphic maps breaks into two pieces with at least one of
them mapped into D. We are currently working to generalize the proof of Proposition 4.11 to
arbitrary (J, ω)∈J (X,D).
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4.1 Classical Gromov convergence
Definition 4.1. Given a k-marked genus g (possibly not stable) nodal surface C ≡ (Σ, ~z) with
dual graph Γ, a cutting configuration with dual graph Γ′ is a set of disjoint embedded circles
γ ≡ {γe}e∈E(Γ′/Γ)⊂Σ,
away from the nodes and marked points, such that the nodal marked surface (Σ′, ~z′) obtained by
pinching every γe into a node qe has dual graph Γ
′.
Thus, a cutting configuration corresponds to a continuous map
ϕγ : C −→ C
′,
denoted by a γ-degeneration18 in what follows, onto a k-marked genus g nodal surface C ′ with dual
graph Γ′ such that ~z′=ϕγ(~z), the preimage of every node of Σ is either a node in Σ
′ or a circle in
γ, and the restriction
ϕγ : Σ\γ −→ Σ
′\(ϕγ(γ)≡{qe}e∈E(Γ′/Γ))
is a diffeomorphism. Let
γ∗ : Γ′ −→ Γ (4.1)
be the map corresponding to ϕγ between the dual graphs. We have
E(Γ′)≈E(Γ) ∪ E(Γ′/Γ), L(Γ′)≈L(Γ),
such that γ∗|E(Γ)⊂E(Γ′) and γ
∗|L(Γ′) are isomorphisms and
γ∗ : E(Γ′/Γ) −→ V(Γ)
sends the edge e corresponding to γe to v, if γe ⊂Σv. For every v
′ ∈V(Γ′) there exists a unique
v ∈ V(Γ) and a connected component Uv′ of Σv \{γe}e∈E(Γ′/Γ) such that Σ
′
v′ ⊂ Σ
′ is obtained by
collapsing the boundaries of cl(Uv′) (cl means closure). This identification determines the surjective
map
γ∗ : V(Γ′) −→ V(Γ), v′ −→ v. (4.2)
From another perspective, a cutting configuration corresponds to expanding each vertex v∈V(Γ)
into a sub-graph Γ′v ⊂ Γ
′ (some times, this is just adding more loops to the existing graph) with
the set of vertices and edges
V(Γ′v) = (γ
∗)−1(v) and E(Γ′v) = (γ
∗)−1(v)∩E(Γ′/Γ).
Moreover, gv=gΓ′v , the ordering of marked points are as before, and
Av=
∑
v′∈V(Γ′v)
Av′ . (4.3)
Figure 7 illustrates a cutting configuration over a 1-nodal curve of genus 3 and the corresponding
dual graphs.
18It is called “deformation” in [30].
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1 2 0 1 1
Figure 7: On left, a 1-nodal curve of genus 3 and a cutting set made of two circles. On right, the
resulting pinched curve.
A sequence {ϕγa : Ca −→ C
′}a∈N of degenerations of marked nodal curves is called monotonic if
Γ(Ca)∼=Γ for some fixed Γ and the induced maps γ
∗
a : Γ−→Γ
′ are all the same. In this situation,
the underlying marked nodal surfaces are isomorphic; i.e.,
(Ca, γa) ∼=
(
(Σ, ja, ~z), γ
)
∀ a∈N, (4.4)
for some fixed marked surface (Σ, ~z) with dual graph Γ and cutting configuration γ. In the following,
we denote the complement of the set of nodes
{qe}e∈E(Γ′/Γ) ⊂Σ
′
by Σ′∗.
Definition 4.2 ([30, Definition 13.3]). A sequence {Ca≡(Σa, ja, ~za)}a∈N of genus g k-marked nodal
curves monotonically converges to C ′≡(Σ′, j′, ~z′), if there exist a sequence of cutting configurations
γa on Ca of type Γ
′ and a monotonic sequence ϕγa : Ca −→C
′ of γa-degenerations such that the
sequence (ϕγa |Σa\γa)∗ja converges to j
′|Σ′∗ in the C
∞-topology19.
By [30, Section 13], the topology underlying the holomorphic orbifold structure ofMg,k is equivalent
to the sequential DM-convergence topology: a sequence {Ca}a∈N of genus g k-marked stable nodal
curves DM-converges to C ′ if a subsequence of that monotonically converges to C ′. The following
result, known as Gromov’s Compactness Theorem [15, Theorem 1.5.B], describes a convergence
topology on Mg,k(X,A, J) which is compact and metrizable; see [26], [19, Theorem 1.2], [31,
Theorem 0.1], and [25, Section 5] for further details. In the special case of Deligne-Mumford space,
Gromov convergence is equal to the DM-convergence discussed above.
Theorem 4.3. Let (X,ω) be a compact symplectic manifold, {Ja}a∈N be a sequence of ω-compatible
20
almost complex structures on X converging in C∞-topology to J , and
{fa ≡ (ua, Ca ≡ (Σa, ja, ~za))}a∈N
be a sequence of stable Ja-holomorphic maps of bounded (symplectic) area into X. After passing
to a subsequence, still denoted by {fa}a∈N, there exists a unique (up to automorphism) stable J-
holomorphic map
f ′≡(u′, C ′ ≡ (Σ′, j′, ~z′))
such that {Ca}a∈N monotonically converges to C
′, and
(1) we can choose the γa-degeneration maps ϕγa : Σa−→Σ
′ of the monotonic convergence such that
the restriction
ua|Σa\γa◦ϕ
−1
γa |Σ′∗
converges uniformly with all the derivatives to u|Σ′∗ over compact sets;
19uniform convergence on compact sets with all derivatives.
20or tame.
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(2) with the dual graphs Γ∼=Γ(Ca) and Γ
′=Γ(C ′) as in the definition of monotonic sequences,
lim
a−→∞
ua(γa,e)=u
′(qe) ∀ e∈E(Γ
′/Γ);
(3) symplectic area of f ′ coincides with the symplectic area of fa, for all a∈N.
It follows from the properties (1) and (3) that for every v′∈Γ′, with Ua,v′⊂Σa as in the definition
of γ∗a(v
′),
lim
a−→∞
∫
cl(Ua;v′)
ua
∗ω =
∫
Σ′
v′
(u′)∗ω.
Moreover, the stronger identity (4.3) holds. With respect to the identification of the domains and
degeneration maps
(ϕγa : Σa −→ Σ
′) ∼= (ϕγ : Σ −→ Σ
′)
as in (4.4), the second property implies that the sequence (ua: Σ−→X)a∈N C
0-converge to u ◦ ϕγ .
Assume D⊂X is an SC symplectic divisor, (J, ω)∈J (X,D), and
{flog,a ≡ (ua, [ζa], Ca ≡ (Σa, ja, ~za))}a∈N (4.5)
is a sequence of stable log maps inM
log
g,s(X,D,A). After passing to a subsequence, we may assume
that all the maps in (4.5) have the same decorated dual graph Γ(V,E,L), and that the underlying
sequence of stable maps
{fa ≡ (ua, Ca ≡ (Σa, ja, ~za))}a∈N (4.6)
in Mg,k(X,A) (with the same domain) Gromov convergences to the stable map
f≡(u,C ≡ (Σ, j, ~z)) ∈ Mg,k(X,A)
as in Theorem 4.3. Then, in order to prove Theorem 1.1, (for J as in the statement of the
theorem) after passing to a further subsequence, we prove that f lifts to a unique log map flog ∈
M
log
g,s(X,D,A). The (meromorphic sections that enhance f to a) log map flog is constructed
in Section 4.2. We first prove that flog is a pre-log map in Lemma 4.9; the proof works for
arbitrary (J, ω)∈J (X,D). Then, in Theorem 4.10, we prove that flog satisfies the conditions of
Definition 3.8. Since there are only finitely many possible log lifts of a stable map f , it follows that
(1.8) is a continuous local embedding.
Remark 4.4. A log map should be thought of as an stable map plus some partial tangent vector
(to the moduli space) data. A sequence of stable maps {fa}a∈N converging to f may approach it
from various directions. Therefore, we need to further pass to a subsequence to pick one particular
direction.
4.2 Log-Gromov convergence
We start by recalling some basic structures associated to smooth symplectic divisors.
Let D⊂(X,ω) be a smooth symplectic divisor, J ∈J (X,D,ω), and iNXD be the induced complex
structure on NXD. Let JX,D be the almost complex structure on NXD induced by the ∂¯-operator
∂¯NXD associated to (NXD, iNXD) as in the end of Section 2.1. Fix a compatible pair of a Hermitian
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metric ρ and a Hermitian connection ∇ on NXD. Such a connection ∇ defines a 1-form α∇ on
NXD − D whose restriction to each fiber NXD|p − {p} ∼= C
∗ is the 1-form dθ with respect to
the polar coordinates (r, θ) determined by ρ ≈ r2 and the complex structure iNXD. Recall from
Section 2.1 that the connection ∇ gives a splitting
TNXD ∼= π
∗TD ⊕ π∗NXD,
such that JX,D is equal to π
∗JD on the first summand and π
∗iNXD on the second one. By the
Symplectic Neighborhood Theorem [24, Theorem 3.30], for N ′XD sufficiently small, there exists a
diffeomorphism
Ψ:N ′XD−→X (4.7)
from a neighborhood of D in NXD onto a neighborhood of D in X such that Ψ(x) = x, the
isomorphism
NXD|x=T
ver
x NXD →֒ TxNXD
dxΨ−→ TxX −→
TxX
TxD
≡ NXD|x
is the identity map for every x∈D, and
Ψ∗ω = ωX,D = π
∗(ω|D) +
1
2
d(ρα∇). (4.8)
The last property is not needed for most of the following arguments. In the language of [9, Def-
inition 2.9], the tuple R= (ρ,∇,Ψ) is called an ω-regularization. If Ψ∗J = JX,D, then the tuple
(J,R, ω) is an element of AK(X,D) mentioned in (1.7).
For any c∈R>0, define
NXD(c)={v∈NXD : ρ(v)<c}.
For any t∈C∗, define
Rt : NXD −→ NXD, Rt(v) = tv ∀v∈NXD,
Ψt = Ψ ◦Rt : R
−1
t (N
′
XD) −→ X, Jt = Ψ
∗
tJ.
(4.9)
Lemma 4.5. We have
lim
t−→0
Jt|NXD(c) = J0 := JX,D|NXD(c) ∀ c∈R>0 (4.10)
uniformly with all derivatives.
Proof. In order to simplify the notation, let us forget about Ψ and think of J as an almost complex
structure on N ′XD itself; then J |D=JX,D|D and Jt=R
∗
tJ , for every t∈C
∗. We decompose J into
various compoenents,
Jv(α) =
(
Jhhv (α
h) + J⊥hv (α
⊥)
)
⊕
(
Jh⊥v (α
h) + J⊥⊥v (α
⊥)
)
,
∀ x∈D, v∈NXD|x, α = α
h ⊕ α⊥∈
(
π∗TD ⊕ π∗NXD
)
|v,
where, for example, Jhh is the component which maps the horizontal subspace π∗TD to π∗TD.
Identifying αh and α⊥ with the corresponding vectors in TxD and NXD|x, respectively, we get
(Jt)v(α) =
(
Jhhtv (α
h) + J⊥htv (tα
⊥)
)
⊕
(
1
t
Jh⊥tv (α
h) + J⊥⊥tv (α
⊥)
)
.
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On each compact set NXD(c), the first summand uniformly converges to JD(α
h), and J⊥⊥tv (α
⊥)
uniformly converges to iNXD(α
⊥) (with all the derivatives). Finally, the term
1
t
Jh⊥tv (α
h)
C∞-converges to the normal part of NJ(v, α
h), which is zero by (1.2).
For any (continuous) map u : Σ−→NXD, let
u = π ◦ u : Σ−→D
denote its projection to D. Then u is equivalent to a section ζ ∈ Γ(Σ, u∗NXD) in the sense that
u(x)= ζ(x)∈NXD|u(x) for all x∈Σ. We will use this correspondence repeatedly in the following
arguments. In particular, by (1)-(3) in Page 9, u is JX,D-holomorphic if and only if u is JD-
holomorphic and ∂¯NXDζ=0.
For two sequences of non-zero complex numbers (ta)a∈N and (t
′
a)a∈N, we write
(ta)a∈N ∼ (t
′
a)a∈N if lima−→∞
ta/t
′
a=1. (4.11)
The right-hand side of (4.11) defines an equivalence relation on the set of such sequences and we
denote the equivalence class of a sequence (ta)a∈N by [(ta)a∈N]. For an equivalence class [(ta)a∈N]
and t∈C∗, the equation
t[(ta)a∈N] := [(tta)a∈N]
is well-defined and defines an action of C∗ on the set of equivalence classes. Moreover, the operation
of point-wise multiplication/divison between such sequences
(ta)a∈N · (t
′
a)a∈N = (tat
′
a)a∈N
descends to a well-defined multiplication/division operation between the equivalence classes.
Proposition 4.6. With (X,D,ω, J,Ψ) as above (i.e. D is smooth), let
{fa ≡ (ua, Ca ≡ (Σa, ja, ~za))}a∈N (4.12)
be a sequence of stable maps with smooth domain in Mlogg,s(X,D,A)∅ that Gromov converges (con-
sidered as a sequence in Mg,k(X,A)) to the marked nodal map
f≡(uv, Cv ≡ (Σv, jv, ~zv))v∈V ∈ Mg,k(X,A)
with dual graph Γ=Γ(V,E,L), nodal domain Σ=
⋃
v∈V Σv, and nodal map u≡ (uv)v∈V : Σ−→X.
With notation as in (3.2), (3.40), and Theorem 4.3, after passing to a subsequence of N which
we still denote by N, for every v ∈V1, there exists a unique C
∗-equivalence class of meromorphic
sections
[ζv] ∈ Γmero(Σv, u
∗
vNXD)/C
∗
such that for any representative ζv, there exists a unique equivalence class of sequences of non-zero
complex numbers [(tζv,a)a∈N] satsfying
lim
a−→∞
Ψ−1tζv,a ◦ ua ◦ ϕ
−1
γa |K = ζv|K (4.13)
for every compact set K⊂Σv−qv. Furthermore, [ζv] has no pole/zero in Σv−(qv ∪ zv), and it has
a zero of order si at z
i, for all zi∈~zv.
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Proof. For every fixed such K, by Theorem 4.3, the sequence
ua,K = π ◦ ua,K : K −→ D, with ua,K ≡ Ψ
−1 ◦ ua ◦ ϕ
−1
γa |K : K −→ N
′
XD ∀ a>>1,
converges uniformly with all the derivative to uv|K , and
ua,K(z)=ζa,K(z)
for some non-trivial smooth section ζa,K ∈Γ(K,u
∗
a,KNXD), such that the sequence ζa,K converges
uniformly with all the derivatives (with respect to a connection ∇) to 0. Choose (tv,K,a)a>>1 so
that
||t−1v,K,aζa,K ||L∞(K) = c ∀ a>>1 (4.14)
for some arbitrary non-zero constant c. Then, by [25, Theorem 4.1.1] (after passing to a subse-
quence), the sequence (Ψ−1tv,K,a ◦ uv ◦ ϕ
−1
γa |K)a>>1 of Jtv,K,a-holomorphic maps in NXD(c) converges
uniformly with all the derivatives to a JX,D-holomorphic map
u∞,K :K−→NXD(c).
By (4.14), (3) in Page 9, and since ua,v converges to uv|K, we have
u∞,K=uv|K and u∞,K=ζv,K
for some non-trivial ∂¯NXD-holomorphic section ζv,K of u
∗
vNXD|K .
Since ζa,K is non-zero away from ~za ∩ ϕ
−1
γa (K), ζv,K is non-zero away from ~zv ∩ K. Choose a
reference point p∈Σv−(qv ∪ zv). We may assume p∈K and uniformly rescale cK and (tv,K,a)a>>1
so that ζv,K |p is some fixed non-zero vector vp∈NXD|uv(p). Let
K1 ⊂ K2 ⊂ · · ·
be a sequence exhausting Σv−qv. By the normalization assumption (and the uniqueness of the
limiting sections), ζv,Ki=ζv,Ki+1 |Ki for all i∈N and the equation
ζv(x) := ζv,Ki(x) ∀ x∈Σv−qv, i∈N s.t. x∈Ki,
defines a holomorphic section of u∗vNXD|Σv−qv such that (4.13) holds. Moreover,
(tv,Ki,a)a∈N ∼ (tv,Kj ,a)a∈N ∀i, j ∈ N.
It remains to show that ζv has at most finite order poles at the nodes and ordzi(ζv)=si for all z
i∈~zv.
For any marked point zi ∈ ~zv , let ∆i⊂Σv be a sufficiently small disk around z
i that contains no
other marked point or nodal point. For a sufficiently large, the order of vanishing of ua at z
i
a is
equal to the winding number of
Ψ−1tv,∂∆i,a
◦ ua ◦ ϕ
−1
γa |∂∆i ∀ a>>1
around D. With K=∆i in (4.13), these numbers are the same for a>>1 and they are equal to the
winding number of u∞,∆i |∂∆i around D. The latter is equal to the order of ζv at z
i. We conclude
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that the contact orders stay the same at the marked points.
Similarly, for any nodal point q
~
e∈Σv, with
~
e∈
~
E and v1(
~
e)=v, let ∆⊂Σv be a sufficiently small disk
around q
~
e that contains no other marked point or nodal point. Choose a compact set K⊂Σv−qv
so that one of whose boundary circles coincides with ∂∆. The winding numbers of
Ψ−1tv,K,a ◦ ua ◦ ϕ
−1
γa |∂∆ ∀ a>>1
around D are finite and, by (4.13), they are the same as the winding number of u∞,K|∂∆ around
D. The latter is equal to the order of ζv at q
~
e. We conclude that ζv extends to a meromorphic
section at q
~
e.
Remark 4.7. Note that that the sections ζv and the equivalence class of the rescaling sequence
[(tζv ,a)a∈N] are independent of the choice of Ψ. It is also clear from (4.13) that
[(tcζv,a)]a∈N = c
−1[(tζv ,a)a∈N] ∀c∈C
∗. (4.15)
The following is the analogue of Proposition 4.6 for a sequence of stable log maps with smooth
domain in Mlogg,s(X,D,A){1}.
Corollary 4.8. Suppose
{fa ≡ (ua, ζa, Ca ≡ (Σa, ja, ~za))}a∈N (4.16)
is a sequence of representatives of stable log maps with smooth domain in Mlogg,s(X,D,A){1} such
that the underlying sequence of stable JD-holomorphic maps
{fa ≡ (ua, Ca ≡ (Σa, ja, ~za))}a∈N (4.17)
Gromov converges, as a sequence in Mg,k(D,A), to the nodal map
f≡(uv, Cv ≡ (Σv, jv, ~zv))v∈V ∈ Mg,k(D,A)
with the dual graph Γ=Γ(V,E,L), nodal domain Σ=
⋃
v∈V Σv, and nodal map u≡(uv)v∈V : Σ−→X.
With notation as in (3.2), (3.40), and Theorem 4.3, (after passing to a subsequence) for every v∈V,
there exists a unique C∗-equivalence class of meromorphic sections
[ζv] ∈ Γmero(Σv, u
∗
vNXD)/C
∗
such that for every representative ζv, there exists a unique equivalence class of sequences of non-zero
complex numbers [(tζv,a)a∈N] such that
lim
a−→∞
t−1ζv,a ζa ◦ ϕ
−1
γa |K = ζv|K , (4.18)
for any compact set K ⊂ Σv−qv. Furthermore, [ζv] only depends on the sequence of equivalence
classes
(
[ζa]
)
a∈N
, it has no pole/zero in Σv − (qv ∪ zv), and it has a zero/pole of the same order si
at zi, for all zi∈~zv.
Proof. If (4.18) holds for a sequence (ζa, tζv ,a)a∈N, then it also holds for any other simultaneous
reparametrization (taζa, tatζv,a)a∈N. Therefore, (4.18) only depends on the sequence of equivalence
classes
(
[ζa]
)
a∈N
. Every map in the sequence (4.16) corresponds to a JX,D-holomorphic map in
Mlogg,s(NXD,D,A)∅.
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We can choose the representatives ζa so that their image in NXD lie in an arbitrary small compact
neighborhood21 of D. Replacing (X,D,ω, J) with (NXD,D,ωX,D, JX,D) and Ψ with the identity
map in Proposition 4.6, we get the desired result.
We are now ready to state the main results which equipMg,s(X,D,A) with a convergence topology
such that the map (1.8) is locally a continuous embedding. We do this in two steps.
Lemma 4.9. Let D⊂X be an SC symplectic divisor, (J, ω)∈J (X,D), and(
fa ≡
(
ua,v, [ζa,v ] = ([ζa,v,i])i∈Iv , Ca,v = (Σv, ja,v, ~zv))v∈V
)
a∈N
∈M
log
g,s(X,D,A) (4.19)
be a sequence of stable log maps in M
log
g,s(X,D,A) with a fixed decorated dual graph Γ=Γ(V,E,L)
such that the underlying sequence of stable maps Gromov converges to the marked nodal map
f ≡
(
uv′ , Cv′
)
v′∈V′
∈Mg,k(X,A) (4.20)
with the dual graph Γ′=Γ(V′,E′,L′), nodal domain Σ′=
⋃
v′∈V′ Σv′ , and nodal map
u′≡(uv′)v′∈V′ : Σ
′−→X.
With γ∗ :V′−→V as in (4.2) and notation as in Theorem 4.3, (after passing to a subsequence) for
each v∈V and v′∈V′, with γ∗(v′)=v, and i∈Iv′−Iv, let
[ζv′,i] ∈ Γmero(Σv′ , u
∗
v′NXDi)/C
∗
be the unique C∗-equivalence class of the meromorphic section obtained from applying Proposi-
tion 4.6 to (ua,v, Ca,v)a∈N and (X,Di). Similarly, for each i∈Iv, let
[ζv′,i] ∈ Γmero(Σv′ , u
∗
v′NXDi)/C
∗
be the unique C∗-equivalence class of the meomorphic section obtained from applying Corollary 4.8
to
(ua,v, [ζa,v,i], Ca,v)a∈N and (X,Di).
Then
flog =
(
uv′ , [ζv′ ] = ([ζv′,i])i∈Iv′ , Cv′
)
v′∈V′
(4.21)
is a pre-log map.
Proof. (1) Continuity. The matching condition (2) of Definition 3.3 is about the continuity of
the underlying stable map f and already holds by the Gromov compactness.
In order to show that the condition (3) of Definition 3.3 is satisfied, let us first fix some notation.
Since
s
~
e=−s
~
e ⇔ s
~
e,i=−s
~
e,i∈Z ∀i ∈ S,
21So that we can still apply the Gromov convergence theorem. We can also use the compact manifold PXD in
(2.10) instead of NXD with the symplectic form ωX,D = π
∗(ω|D) + ǫd
(
ρα∇
1+ρ
)
, where ǫ > 0 is a sufficiently small
constant. Then, for t sufficiently small, by interpolating between
Jt|R−1
t
(N ′
X
D)
and JX,D|PXD,
we can construct a family of almost complex structures J˜t on PXD such that J˜t converges to JX,D; see [17, Propo-
sition 6.6].
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it is enough to show that the condition (3) is satisfied relative to each smooth component Di; i.e.
we may assume D is smooth. In the context/notation of Proposition 4.6, for every v, v′∈V and any
node qe=(q
~
e ∼ q
~
e), with
~
e∈
~
Ev,v′ , connecting Σv and Σv′ , let ∆
~
e⊂Σv be a sufficiently small disk
around q
~
e (not containing any other marked point or nodal point), ∆
~
e⊂Σv′ be a sufficiently small
disk around q
~
e, and Ae=∆
~
e ∪∆
~
e be a the resulting neighborhood of qe in Σ. We orient each circle
∂∆
~
e in the direction of the counter-clock wise rotation in ∆
~
e⊂C. For each e∈E, Aa,e=ϕ
−1
γa (Ae)
is a cylinder in Σa with two (oppositely oriented) boundaries
ϕ−1γa (∂∆
~
e) and ϕ
−1
γa (∂∆
~
e)
such that ua|Aa,e does not intersect D for a>>1. Therefore, the winding numbers of
ua|ϕ−1γa (∂∆
~
e)
and ua|ϕ−1γa (∂∆
~
e)
are opposite of each other. If v∈V1, by the proof of Proposition 4.6,
s
~
e := ordq
~
eζv = winding number of (ua|ϕ−1γa (∂∆
~
e)
) ∀ a>>1.
Similarly, if v∈V0, then
s
~
e := ordq
~
e(uv,D) = winding number of (ua|ϕ−1γa (∂∆
~
e)
) ∀ a>>1.
Therefore,
s
~
e = −s
~
e ∀ v, v
′∈V, e∈Ev,v′ . (4.22)
The same conclusion holds in the case of Corollary 4.8 (since it is a corollary of Proposition 4.6).
(2) Contact order at nodes. The contact order condition (3) in Definition 3.3, for every e ∈
E(Γ′/Γ), follows from (4.22). For each
~
e ∈
~
E =
~
E(Γ)⊂
~
E
′ =
~
E(Γ′), with v = v1(
~
e) ∈ V, the nodal
point q
~
e is a marked point for (uv, Cv). For such e, by the last statements in Proposition 4.6
and Corollary 4.8, the contact order s
~
e remains unchanged in the limiting process. Therefore, the
contact order condition (3) in Definition 3.3, for every e∈E⊂E′, follows from the corresponding
condition on (fa)a∈N.
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, it just remains to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10. If further (J,R, ω) ∈AK(X,D) for some regularization R or if J is integrable,
then the pre-log J-holomorphic map flog in (4.21) satisfies Conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 3.8.
We prove Theorem 4.10 in Section 4.3. The proof uses a fine comparison result between the
rescaling parameters (tζv′ ,i,a)a∈N corresponding to the sections ζv′,i, for all v
′ ∈V′ and i∈ Iv′ , and
the “gluing parameters” of the nodes. We expect Proposition 4.11 and thus Theorem 4.10 to be
true for arbitrary (J, ω)∈J (X,D).
4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.10
Theorem 4.10 is essentially a consequence of Proposition 4.11 below that relates the sequence of
rescaling parameters (tζv′ ,i,a)a∈N corresponding to the sections ζv′,i in Lemma 4.9, for all v
′ ∈ V′
and i ∈ Iv′ , to the “gluing parameters” at the nodes and the leading order coefficients 0 6= η
~
e′,i ∈
NXDi|u′(qe′ ) in (3.28), for all ~
e′∈
~
E
′ and i∈Ie′ .
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Let us start with a local picture of what is happening in Theorem 4.9 with respect to any smooth
component of D. Suppose D is a smooth symplectic divisor in (X,ω) and J ∈J (X,D,ω). Fix a
regularization Ψ:N ′XD−→X as in (4.7). Let ∆1 and ∆2 be compact discs of some fixed sufficiently
small radius δ around 0∈C with coordinates z1 and z2. For i=1, 2, let {zi,a}a∈N be a sequence of
complex-coordinates22 on ∆i converging to zi uniformly with all the derivatives.
Local case 1. For a sequence of complex numbers (εa)a∈N converging to zero, suppose ua :Aa −→
Im(Ψ)⊂X, where
Aa = {(z1,a, z2,a) : z1,az2,a = εa : z1,a ∈ ∆1, z2,a ∈ ∆2} ⊂ ∆1 ×∆2, ∀ a∈N, (4.23)
is a sequence of J-holomorphic maps that Gromov converges to the nodal map(
u1(z1) :∆1−→X, u2(z2) :∆2 −→ D), x=u1(0)=u2(0)∈D.
In other words, for any ǫ>0,
(a) the sequence of J-holomorphic maps
ua(z1,a)≡ua(z1,a, εa/z1,a) : Aa ≈ {z1,a ∈ C : εa/δ ≤ |z1,a|≤δ} −→ X
converges uniformly with all the derivatives on the compact set
{(z1,a, z2,a)∈Aa : ǫ≤|z1,a|} ≈ {z1,a∈C : ǫ≤|z1,a|≤δ}
to u1|{z1∈C : ǫ≤|z1|≤δ},
(b) the reparametrization
ua(z2,a)≡ua(εa/z2,a, z2,a) : Aa ≈ {z2,a ∈ C : εa/δ ≤ |z2,a|≤δ} −→ X
converges uniformly with all the derivatives on the compact set
{(z1,a, z2,a)∈Aa : ǫ≤|z2,a|} ≈ {z2,a∈C : ǫ≤|z2,a|≤δ}
to u2|{z2∈C : ǫ≤|z2|≤δ}, and
(c) we do not get any bubbling in between the two maps (i.e. the energy in between shrinks to
zero with ǫ).
Furthermore, suppose
(1) u1 has a tangency order of s>0 with D at 0, and
(2) there exists a meromorphic section ζ of u∗2NXD with a pole of order s at the origin and a
sequence of complex numbers (ta)a∈N converging to zero such that t
−1
a Ψ
−1(ua(z2,a)) converges
to ζ(z2) uniformly with all the derivatives on any compact set {z2∈C : ǫ ≤ |z2| ≤ δ} ⊂ ∆2.
22More precisely, zi,a : ∆i −→ C is a sequence of smooth functions converging to the function zi : ∆i −→ C in
C∞-topology.
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Let 0 6= η2 ∈NXD|x be the leading coefficient of ζ with respect to the coordinate z2 as in (3.26),
and 0 6= η1 ∈ NXD|x be the s-th derivative of u1 in the normal direction to D at 0 with respect
to the coordinate z1 as in (3.27). Proposition 4.11 below shows that there is an explicit relation
between the sequence of gluing parameters (εa)a∈N , the sequence of rescaling parameters (ta)a∈N,
and the ratio η2/η1∈C
∗.
Local case 2. Similarly, consider the situation where the sequence of J-holomorphic maps {ua}a∈N
in (4.23) Gromov converges to the nodal map(
u1 : ∆1−→D,u2 : ∆2 −→ D), x=u1(0)=u2(0)∈D,
with the following property: there exist meromorphic sections ζ1(z1) and ζ2(z2) of u
∗
1NXD and
u∗2NXD, respectively, such that
ord0(ζ1)=s, ord0(ζ2)=−s,
and, for i = 1, 2, there exists a sequence of complex numbers (ti,a)a∈N converging to zero such
that t−1i,aΨ
−1(ua(zi,a)) converges to ζi(zi) uniformly with all the derivatives on any compact set
{zi : ǫ ≤ |zi| ≤ δ}⊂∆i. With η1 and η2 as before, the following theorem also shows that there is a
similar relation between the sequence of gluing parameters (εa)a∈N, rescaling parameters (ti,a)a∈N,
and the ratio η2/η1∈C
∗.
Proposition 4.11. With notation as above, if further (J,R, ω)∈AK(X,D) for some regularization
R or if J is integrable, in the local case 1, we have
lim
a−→∞
εsa
ta
=
η2
η1
. (4.24)
In the local case 2, we have
lim
a−→∞
t1,a ε
s
a
t2,a
=
η2
η1
. (4.25)
Note that the situation in (4.25) reduces to the situation in (4.24) after a rescaling of the se-
quence {ua}a∈N via (t1,a)a∈N. For the rescaled sequence we will have
(
ta =
t2,a
t1,a
)
a∈N
. We prove
Proposition 4.11 in the next section. The proof uses the extra assumption on J in the statement
of Theorem 1.1, but we expect this proposition, and thus Theorem 1.1, to be true for arbitrary
(J, ω)∈J (X,D).
Remark 4.12. It is easy to see that the limit conditions in (4.24) and (4.25) are independent of
Ψ, the representatives ζ1, ζ2, and the local coordinates z1 and z2. For example, in (4.25), changing
z2 with αz2 and ζ2 with βζ2, for some α, β ∈ C
∗, changes η2 on the right-hand side of (4.25) to
αsβη2, changes εa and t2,a on the left-hand side of (4.25) to αεa and β
−1t2,a, respectively, and has
no effect on the other terms. Thus it affects both sides of (4.25) equally. It is also clear that (4.24)
and (4.25) only depend on the equivalence classes [(εa)a∈N], [(ta)a∈N], [(t1,a)a∈N], and [(t2,a)a∈N].
Remark 4.13. In the case of smooth divisors, a significantly simpler version of (4.25) suffices for
proving Theorem 4.10. Instead of (4.25), we only need to prove that
lim
a−→∞
t1,a
t2,a
=
η2
η1
if s=0, and lim
a−→∞
t1,a
t2,a
=∞ if s>0. (4.26)
The equalities in (4.26) can be proved without the extra restriction on J . Thus, if D is smooth,
Theorem 1.1 holds for arbitrary (J, ω)∈J (X,D).
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Proof of Proposition 4.16 uses the following lemma with the linear map
̺C :C
E′ ⊕
⊕
v′∈V′
C
Iv′ −→
⊕
e′∈E′
C
Ie′
defined in (3.17).
Lemma 4.14. Assume f :Cn−→Cm is a complex-linear map and (ξa)a∈N⊂C
n is a sequence such
that
lim
a−→∞
f(ξa)=η. (4.27)
Then, there exists a convergent sequence (ξ′a)a∈N ⊂C
n (i.e. ∃ ξ′ ∈Cn such that lima−→∞ ξ
′
a = ξ
′)
such that f(ξa − ξ
′
a)=0 for all a ∈ N.
Proof. Since Im(f) ⊂ Cm is closed, (4.27) implies that η ∈ Im(f). Let η = f(ξ). Fix an affine
subspace23 H⊂Cn passing through ξ and transverse24 to the hyperplane f−1(η)⊂Cn. By (4.27),
there exists M ∈ N such that H is transverse to f−1(f(ξa)) for all a > M . Then the sequence
ξ′a=f
−1(f(ξa))∩H, if a>M , and ξ
′
a=ξa, if a≤M , has the desired properties.
Going back to the set up of Theorem 4.10, assume that the dual graph Γ of flog in (4.21) is made
of only one vertex V={v} and fix a set of representatives
(ζa,v,i)i∈Iv
for [ζa,v] (in other words, restrict to the v-th component of the sequence (fa)a∈N in (4.19)). For
each v′∈V′ and i∈Iv′ fix a representative ζv′,i of the C
∗-equivalence class [ζv′,i] in Lemma 4.9, and a
sequence of rescaling parameters (tζv′,i,a)a∈N satisfying Proposition 4.6 or Corollary 4.8, depending
on whether i /∈Iv or i∈Iv, respectively.
By the surjectivity of the classical gluing theorem of J-holomorphic maps (e.g. [14, Section 7]), for
a sufficiently large, the domain Σa of fa can be obtained from the nodal domain Σ
′ of the stable
nodal map f in (4.20) in the following way. There exist
• a sequence of complex structure j′a = (jv′,a)v′∈V′ on the nodal domain Σ
′=(Σv′)v′∈V′ of the stable
nodal map f in (4.20),
• a sequence of local jv′,a-holomorphic coordinates z
~
e′,a : ∆
~
e′−→C around q
~
e′ ∈Σv′ , for all v
′∈V′
and
~
e′∈
~
E
′
v′ , and
• a sequence of non-zero complex numbers (εe′,a)e′∈E′ converging to zero,
such that
(1) (Σa, ja, ~za) is isomorphic to the smoothing of (Σ
′, j′a = (jv′,a)v′∈V′) defined by
z
~
e′,az
~
e′,a = εe′,a ∀ e
′∈E′, and (4.28)
(2) the sequence (jv′,a)a∈N C
∞-converges to jv′ for all v
′∈V′,
23i.e. a shifted linear subspace.
24assuming f in not trivial; otherwise, the Lemma is obvious.
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(3) the sequence (z
~
e′,a)a∈N C
∞-converges to z
~
e′ , where z
~
e′ : ∆
~
e′ −→ C is some fixed local jv′-
holomorphic coordinate around q
~
e′∈Σv′ , for all v
′∈V′ and
~
e′∈
~
E
′
v′ .
We use this standard presentation of Σa in the proof of Theorem 4.10.
Remark 4.15. For δ>0 sufficiently small, let
∆
~
e′,a(δ) = {x∈∆
~
e′ : |z
~
e′,a(x)|<δ} ∀
~
e′∈E′, a>>1, and
Ae′,a = {z
~
e′,az
~
e′,a = εe′,a : z
~
e′,a ∈ ∆
~
e′(2εe′,a), z
~
e′,a ∈ ∆
~
e′(2εe′,a)} ⊂ Σa ∀ e
′∈E′, a>>1.
Then, with respect to the identification of the domains in (1), the γa-degeneration maps
ϕγa : Σa−→Σ
′,
can be taken to be identity on the complement of ∪e′∈E′Ae′,a and some “nice” degeneration map
Ae′,a −→ ∆
~
e′(2εe′,a) ∪∆
~
e′(2εe′,a)
on the neck region.
For each
~
e′∈
~
E
′ and i∈Ie′ , let
0 6=η
~
e′,i∈NXDi|u′(qe′ )
be the leading coefficient term in (3.28) with respect to z
~
e′ (and ζv′,i, if i∈Iv′). By Proposition 4.11,
for every v′1, v
′
2∈V
′ and
~
e′∈
~
E
′
v′1,v
′
2
we have
lim
a−→∞
tζv′
1
,i,a
ε
s
~
e′,i
e′,a
tζv′2,i
,a
= η
~
e′,i/η
~
e′,i ∀ i∈Iv′1∩Iv′2 , (4.29)
lim
a−→∞
tζv′1,i
,a ε
s
~
e′,i
e′,a = η
~
e′,i/η
~
e′,i ∀ i∈Iv′1−Iv′2 . (4.30)
Proposition 4.16. There exists a choice of the coordinates {z
~
e′}
~
e′∈
~
E′ and {z
~
e′,a}
~
e′∈
~
E′,a∈N satis-
fying (4.28) and item (3) after that, and the representatives ζv′,i and (tζv′,i,a)a∈N for [ζv′,i] and
[(tζv′,i,a)a∈N], respectively, such that
tζv′
1
,i,a
ε
s
~
e′,i
e′,a = tζv′
2
,i,a
∀ i∈Iv′1∩Iv′2 , a>>1, (4.31)
tζv′
1
,i,a
ε
s
~
e′,i
e′,a = 1 ∀ i∈Iv′1−Iv′2 , a>>1. (4.32)
Proof. Throughout the proof we assume Iv = ∅; for Iv 6= ∅, the argument reduces to Iv = ∅ by
considering the associated sequence of maps in NXDIv . We modify a given set of representatives
to another set satisfying (4.31) and (4.32). Assuming Iv=∅, fix an orientation O on E
′, and choose
some branch
η =
⊕
~
e′∈O
ηe′ ∈
⊕
e′∈E′
C
Ie′ , η
~
e′ =
(
− log(η
~
e′,i/η
~
e′,i)
)
i∈Ie′
∈CIe′ ∀
~
e′∈O,
of the multi-valued function log. By (4.29) and (4.30) and definition of ̺C in (3.17) (via the chosen
orientation O), we can choose the branches
ξa =
(
(− log(εe′,a))e′∈E′ , (− log(tζv′ ,i,a))v′∈V′,i∈Iv′
)
∈ CE
′
⊕
⊕
v′∈V′
C
Iv′ ∀ a∈N.
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so that
lim
a−→∞
̺C(ξa) = η.
By Lemma 4.14 applied to ̺C, there exists a sequence
(ξ′a)a∈N⊂C
E′ ⊕
⊕
v′∈V′
C
Iv′
such that ̺C(ξa − ξ
′
a)= 0 for all a ∈ N and lima−→∞ ξ
′
a= ξ
′. Taking the exponential of ξ′a and ξ
′,
we conclude that there exist(
(αe′)e′∈E′ , (αv′,i)v′∈V′,i∈Iv′
)
,
(
(αe′,a)e′∈E′ , (αv′,i,a)v′∈V′,i∈Iv′
)
a∈N
∈ (C∗)E
′
×
∏
v′∈V′
(C∗)Iv′
such that
lim
a−→∞
(
(αe′,a)e′∈E′ , (αv′,i,a)v′∈V′,i∈Iv′
)
=
(
(αe′)e′∈E′ , (αv′,i)v′∈V′,i∈Iv′
)
and (
α−1v′1,i
tζv′
1
,i,a
) (
α−1e′,aεe′,a
)s
~
e′,i(
α−1
v′2,i
tζv′
2
,i,a
) = 1 ∀ i∈Iv′1∩Iv′2 , a∈N, (4.33)(
α−1
v′1,i
tζv′
1
,i,a
) (
α−1e′,aεe′,a
)s
~
e′,i = 1 ∀ i∈Iv′1−Iv′2 , a∈N. (4.34)
By (4.33) and (4.34), for a sufficiently large, replacing
• {z
~
e′}
~
e′∈O with {α
−1
e′ z
~
e′}
~
e′∈O,
• {z
~
e′,a}
~
e′∈O with {α
−1
e′,az
~
e′,a}
~
e′∈O,
• {εe′,a}e′∈E′ with {α
−1
e′,aεe′,a}e′∈E′ ,
• (tζv′,i,a)v′∈V′,i∈Iv′ with (α
−1
v′,i,atζv′,i,a)v′∈V′,i∈Iv′ , and
• (ζv′,i)v′∈V′,i∈Iv′ with (αv′,iζv′,i)v′∈V′,i∈Iv′ ,
we get a new set of representatives satisfying (4.31) and (4.32). In particular, the limits in (4.29)
and (4.30) can be set to be equal to 1.
Proof of Theorem 4.10. First, assume that the dual graph Γ of flog in (4.21) is made of only
one vertex V={v} and fix a set of representatives
(ζa,v,i)i∈Iv
for [ζa,v]. By Proposition 4.11, we can choose the coordinates {z
~
e′}
~
e′∈
~
E′ and {z
~
e′,a}
~
e′∈
~
E′,a∈N, and the
representatives ζv′,i and (tζv′,i,a)a∈N so that (4.31) and (4.32) hold. For each v
′∈V′ and i∈Iv′−Iv,
note that (tζv′,i,a)a∈N converges to 0; therefore,
− log(|tζv′,i,a|) > 0 ∀ v
′∈V, i∈Iv′−Iv, a>> 1,
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and it converges to infinity. Choose a sequence of positive vectors sav=(s
a
v,i)i∈Iv ∈R
Iv
+ such that
sav,i − log(|tζv′,i,a|) > 1 ∀ v
′∈V′, i∈Iv. (4.35)
With these choices, for a>> 1, the functions sa : V′ −→ RS defined by
sav′ =
((
sav,i − log(|tζv′,i,a|)
)
i∈Iv
,
(
− log(|tζv′,i,a|)
)
i∈Iv′−Iv
)
∈R
Iv′
+ ∀ v
′∈V′, (4.36)
and λa : E′ −→ R+ defined by
λae′ = − log(|εe′,a|) ∀ e
′∈E′
satisfy Condition (1) of Definition 3.8. By (4.29) and (4.30), flog also satisfies Condition (2) of
Definition 3.8.
For general Γ, by the proof of Lemma 3.7, we can choose a set of representatives
(ζa,v,i)a∈N,v∈V,i∈Iv
and coordinates (z
~
e,a = δa,
~
ez
~
e)a∈N,
~
e∈
~
E such that the leading coefficients η
~
e,i,a in (3.28) satisfy
η
~
e,i,a = η
~
e,i,a ∀ e∈E, i∈Ie, a∈N. (4.37)
Let δa,e = δa,
~
eδa,
~
e, for all e∈E. For each v∈V, choose the representatives
(ζv′,i)v′∈γ∗(v),i∈Iv′ and (tζv′,i,a)v′∈γ∗(v),i∈Iv′ ,a∈N
so that (4.31) and (4.32) hold. By (4.37), we have
lim
a−→∞
tζv′
1
,i,a
δ
s
~
e,i
e,a
tζv′
2
,i,a
= 1 ∀ i∈Iv′1∩Iv′2 , (4.38)
lim
a−→∞
tζv′1,i
,a δ
s
~
e,i
e,a = 1 ∀ i∈Iv′1−Iv′2 . (4.39)
With an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 4.11, we can choose these representatives so
that further
tζv′1,i
,a δ
s
~
e,i
e,a = tζv′2,i
,a ∀ i∈Iv′1∩Iv′2 , a∈N, (4.40)
tζv′1,i
,a δ
s
~
e,i
e,a = 1 ∀ i∈Iv′1−Iv′2 , a∈N. (4.41)
Also choose the functions sa : V −→ RS and λa : V −→ R+ satisfying Definition 3.8.(1) so that
(4.35) holds and
λae − log(δe,a) > 1 ∀ e∈E, a>> 1.
Then, similarly to (4.36), for a>> 1, the extended functions sanew : V
′ −→ RS given by
sanew,v′ =
((
sav,i− log(|tζv′,i,a|)
)
i∈Iv
,
(
− log(|tζv′,i,a|)
)
i∈Iv′−Iv
)
∈R
Iv′
+ ∀ v
′∈V′, v=γ∗(v′), (4.42)
and λanew : E
′ −→ R+ given by λ
a
e − log(δe,a), if e∈E⊂E
′, and
λae′ = − log(|εe′,a|) if e
′ ∈E′/E,
satisfy Condition (1) of Definition 3.8. By (4.29) and (4.30) applied to E′/E, the assumption (4.37),
and (4.40) and (4.41), flog also satisfies Condition (2) of Definition 3.8.
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4.4 Proof of Proposition 4.11
In this section, we prove Proposition 4.11. This is done by constructing a modified sequence of
pseudoholomorphic maps in NXD.
Let (R=(ρ,∇,Ψ), iNXD, ∂¯NXD, JX,D) be as in the beginning of Section 4.2. If (J,R, ω)∈AK(X,D),
then Ψ∗J = JX,D. If J is holomorphic, we consider a holomorphic chart (z1, . . . , zn) around
x = u1(0) = u2(0) ∈ D such that D = (z1 = 0). Then, replacing the rescaling procedure in the
proof below with holomorphic rescaling of z1, the same proof works for the holomorphic case.
Assume Ψ∗J=JX,D. Note that JX,D is C
∗-invariant. Since the argument is local, in order to sim-
plify the notation, let us forget about Ψ and think of {ua}a∈N as a sequence of JX,D-holomorphic
maps into N ′XD itself.
Assume that we are in the situation of local case 1. For each a∈N, let
λa=
εsa
ta
.
(Claim 1) First, we show that there is NO subsequence (a1, a2, . . .) of N such that
lim
i−→∞
λa = 0 or ∞.
Thus, we conclude that there is M>0 such that M−1< |λa|<M for all a∈N.
(Claim 2) Then, for any subsequence (a1, a2, . . .) such that the limit
lim
i−→∞
λa = λ
exists, we show that λ=η2/η1. This implies that (4.24) holds over entire N.
For any c>0, there exists a sufficiently small ǫc>0 such that
ωǫc = π
∗(ω|D) +
ǫc
2
d(ρα∇)
tames JX,D on NXD(c). For any compact 2-dimensional domain Σ and a smooth map u : Σ−→
NXD(c), let
ωǫc(u)=
∫
Σ
u∗ωǫc
denote the symplectic area of u.
For a∈N, define
u1,a : Aa −→ NXD, u1,a(z1,a, z2,a) = z
−s
1,a ua(z1,a, z2,a), (4.43)
u2,a : Aa −→ NXD, u2,a(z1,a, z2,a) = z
−s
1,a λa ua(z1,a, z2,a), (4.44)
where the multiplications on the right-hand sides are with respect to the complex structure iNXD
on NXD. By (1)-(3) in Page 9, both (4.43) and (4.44) are sequences of JX,D-holomorphic maps in
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NXD.
Proof of Claim 1 part 1. After passing to a subsequence, suppose
lim
a−→∞
λa =∞. (4.45)
By assumption (a) in Page 45 and the previous paragraph, for any 0<r<δ, restricted to r≤|z1|≤δ
(and its pre-images in Aa), the sequence {u1,a(z1,a)}a∈N converges uniformly with all the derivatives
to the JX,D-holomorphic map
u1,∞,1(z1) = z
−s
1 u1(z1).
By definition of η1, the function u1,∞,1(z1) extends to z1=0 with u1,∞,1(0) = η1 ∈NXD|x, where
x=u1(0)=u2(0)∈D. By assumptions (b) and (2) in Page 45, (4.45), and since
z−s1,a = ε
s
a z
s
2,a,
restricted to r≤|z2|≤δ (and its pre-images in Aa), the sequence {u1,a(z2,a)}a∈N converges uniformly
with all the derivatives to the JX,D-holomorphic map
u1,∞,2(z2) = u2(z2)⊂D.
This obviously extends to entire ∆2 with u1,∞,2(0) = x. The following sub-claim shows that the
sequence {u1,a}a∈N is bounded in between, so that Gromov’s convergence applies.
Sub-Claim. There exists a sufficiently large c>0 such that
Im
(
u1,a
)
⊂ NXD(c) and ωcǫ
(
u1,a
)
≤ c ∀ a∈N. (4.46)
Proof of Sub-Claim. Suppose (4.46) does not hold. Then (after passing to a subsequence), by
assumptions (a)-(c) in Page 45, for any c>1, there exists a sequence {ra}a∈N, with
lim
a−→∞
ra=∞ and (4.47)
max
(z1,a,z2,a)∈Aa
( ∣∣∣r−1a z−s1,a ua(z1,a, z2,a)∣∣∣ , ωǫc((z1,a, r−1a z−s1,a ua(z1,a, z2,a))))=c ∀ a>>1. (4.48)
Let
u˜1,a : Aa −→ Z, u1,a(z1,a, z2,a) = r
−1
a z
−s
1,a ua(z1,a, z2,a).
Then
• by assumption (a) in Page 45 and (4.47), for any 0<r>δ, restricted to r≤|z1|≤δ, the rescaled
sequence {u˜1,a(z1,a)}a∈N converges uniformly with all the derivatives to the JX,D-holomorphic
map
u˜1,∞,1(z1) = u1(z1)⊂D,
where u1 is the image of u1 in D;
• by assumptions (b) and (2) in Page 45, restricted to r≤|z2|≤δ, the sequence {u˜1,a(z2,a)}a∈N still
converges uniformly with all the derivatives to the JX,D-holomorphic map
u˜1,∞,2(z2) = u2(z2)⊂D;
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• and, by (4.48), (the proof of) Gromov convergence theorem in [25] applies25 to the sequence
{u˜1,a}a∈N. In the limit we get a bubble domain Σ∞ with ∆1 and ∆2 at the two ends and at least
one closed bubble in between (because of (4.48)), and a continuous JX,D-holomorphic map
u˜1,∞ : Σ∞ −→ Z
such that
u˜1,∞|∆1 = u˜1,∞,1 and u˜1,∞|∆2 = u˜1,∞,2.
Any non-trivial bubble would have trivial image in D, thus its image lives in NXD(c)|x. This is
impossible since the latter is open and there are no-marked points to stabilize such a bubble.
Going back to the proof of Claim 1-Part 1, by (4.46), (the proof of) Gromov convergence theorem in
[25] applies26 to the sequence {u1,a}a∈N. In the limit we get a bubble domain Σ∞ with ∆1 and ∆2
at the two ends and possibly some closed bubbles in between, and a continuous JX,D-holomorphic
map
u1,∞ : Σ∞ −→ Z
such that
u1,∞|∆1 = u1,∞,1 and u1,∞|∆2 = u1,∞,2.
Since
u1,∞,1(0) 6=u1,∞,2(0),
Σ∞ should include at least one non-trivial bubble. Such a non-trivial bubble would have trivial
image in D, thus its image lives in NXD(c)|x. This is impossible since the latter is a domain in C
and there are no marked points to stabilize such a bubble.
Proof of Claim 1 part 2. After passing to a subsequence, suppose
lim
a−→∞
λa = 0. (4.49)
By assumptions (b) and (2) in Page 45, since
u2,a(z1,a, z2,a) = z
−s
1,a λa ua(z1,a, z2,a) = z
s
2,a t
−1
a ua(z1,a, z2,a),
for any 0<r<δ, restricted to r≤|z2|≤ δ (and its pre-images in Aa), the sequence {u2,a(z2,a)}a∈N
converges uniformly with all the derivatives to the JX,D-holomorphic map
u2,∞,2(z2) = z
s
2 ζ(z2).
By definition of η2, the function u2,∞,2(z2) extends to z2 = 0 with u2,∞,2(0) = η2. On the other
hand, by assumption (a) in Page 45 and (4.49), restricted to r≤|z1|≤δ (and its pre-images in Aa),
the sequence {u2,a(z1,a)}a∈N converges uniformly with all the derivatives to the JX,D-holomorphic
map
u2,∞,1(z1) = u1(z1)⊂D.
25The Gromov convergence applies, because on the open ends of Aa we already know that {u˜1,a}a∈N uniformly
converges to u˜1,∞,1 and u˜1,∞,2, and in the middle the sequence is bounded with bounded energy.
26The Gromov convergence applies, because on the open ends of Aa we already know that {u1,a}a∈N uniformly
converges to u1,∞,1 and u1,∞,2, and in the middle the sequence is bounded with bounded energy.
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This obviously extends to the entire ∆1 with u2,∞,1(0)=x. By a similar argument as in the previous
case, the inequality
u2,∞,1(0) 6=u2,∞,2(0),
leads to a contradiction. This finishes the proof of Claim 1.
Proof of Claim 2. After passing to a subsequence, suppose
lim
a−→∞
λa = λ 6= 0.
Then, going back to the proof of Claim 1 part 1, since
z−s1,a = ε
s
a z
s
2,a ∀ a∈N,
restricted to r≤|z2|≤ δ, the sequence {u1,a(z2,a)}a∈N converges uniformly with all the derivatives
to the JX,D-holomorphic map
u1,∞,2(z2) = λ
−1 zs2 ζ2(z2).
This extends to the entire ∆2 with u1,∞,2(0) = λη2. By a similar argument as in the proof of
Claim 1-part 1, if
u1,∞,1(0) 6=u1,∞,2(0),
we get a contradiction. Therefore,
η1 = u1,∞,1(0)=u1,∞,2(0) = λ
−1η2;
in other words, λ=η2/η1. This finishes the proof of Proposition 4.11 in the local case 1.
For the local case 2, repeat the exact same proof with
u1,a : Aa −→ Z, u1,a(z1,a, z2,a) = z
−s
1,a t
−1
1,a ua(z1,a, z2,a) and
u2,a : Aa −→ Z, u2,a(z1,a, z2,a) = z
−s
1,a λa ua(z1,a),
in place of (4.43) and (4.43), respectively, where
λa=
t1,a ε
s
a
t2,a
∀ a∈N.
This finishes the proof of Proposition 4.11 under the assumption that Ψ∗J=JX,D.
Remark 4.17. For arbitrary J on N ′XD, define
Z=
{
(t, v)∈C×NXD : t
sv∈N ′XD
}
, Z∗={(t, v)∈Z : t∈C
∗} ,
and
F :Z∗−→C×N
′
XD, F (t, v) = (t, t
sv).
Let JZ = F
∗(i×J), where i is the standard almost complex structure on C and i×J is the product
almost complex structure on the target. By an argument similar to Lemma 4.5, the almost complex
structure JZ on Z∗ extends to a (similarly denoted) almost complex structure on the entire Z
satisfying
JZ |{0}×NXD ∪C×D
∼= i×JX,D. (4.50)
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Similarly, for every a∈N, let
Z˜a=
{
(t, v)∈C×NXD : t
sλ−1a v∈N
′
XD
}
, Z˜a,∗ = {(t, v)∈Z˜a : t∈C
∗},
and define
Fa : Z˜a,∗−→C×N
′
XD, Fa(t, v) = (t, λ
−1
a t
sv). (4.51)
For each a∈N, let Ja=F
∗
a (i×J). By Lemma 4.5 and the previous paragraph, for each a∈N, the
almost complex structure Ja on Z˜a,∗ extends to a (similarly denoted) almost complex structure on
the entire Z˜a satisfying (4.50).
For a∈N, define
u1,a : Aa −→ Z, u1,a(z1,a, z2,a) =
(
z1,a, z
−s
1,a ua(z1,a, z2,a)
)
, (4.52)
u2,a : Aa −→ Za, u2,a(z1,a, z2,a) =
(
z1,a, z
−s
1,a λa ua(z1,a, z2,a)
)
. (4.53)
By definition, (4.43) is a sequence of JZ -holomorphic maps in Z and (4.44) is a sequence of
Ja-holomorphic maps in Za. In principle, one may try the proof above by replacing (4.43) and
(4.43) with (4.52) and (4.52), respectively. However, multiplication by λ−1a in (4.51) and by r
−1
a in
(4.48) have adverse effects on the almost complex structure, making it hard to apply the Gromov
convergence.
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